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ERRATA 

Line 11, date 1948 should be 1949. 

Add to footnote in proof: "Alvarez has checked the validity of his technique 

by measuring the half-life of the \-1. + meson. He has kindly permitted the use 

of his remarkable curve which shows the counting rate vs. time straight over 

.a factor of 3000 on semi-log. paper. 11 (Ref. Bul. Am. Phys. Soc., M .. 8~ No. 9 9 
:..: 

1949) The statistical accuracy of each of the points is good to 1 percents 

but the absolute value of the delays has not been accurately calibratedu 

Pg. 14 Last paragraph, last sentence. 11As the number of mesons would decrease 

linearly vri th the distance between target and plate in the best arranger .. ent 

while the background would decrease as the square of the distance, etc. 1' 

Pg. 15 .First sentence at top of page, should read "type of exposure requires long 

bombardments since at present the intensity per unit area in the defleci;ed 

beam is only about 10-6 of the available current in the internal beam. 11 

Pg. 27 Second paragraph., delete 11 900 11 after 11 emi tted at." 

Pg. 33 Middle of page, explanation for "e" should read: 11 e = charge on the meson, 

expressed in e. s.u. 11 

Pg. 34 AfterEquation 6.112(5) delete everything do>m to the paragraph beginning 

ttThe mass measurements, etc. n 

Pg. 37 Section 6.12 should be: 11Preliminary results( 2 ) on NTB-3 and G-·5 emulsions 

Pg. 41 

show that, of 184 stars, there were 4 prongs whose ionization corresponci.ed 

to that of a proton between 50 to 80 Mev. Since this ionization may be 

beyond the limits of sensitivity of C~2 emulsion, it follows that about 

2 percent of all emitted heavy particles may be missed in C-2 emulsion. 

1 z2 e 2 - 2 Equation 6.15(2) should read~-
2 

(Hp) • Line 6 from bottom should 
2 me 
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Pg" 46 Third paragraph, last sentence~ should read~ "At the time of this writing. 

it seems possible that the.mesons with uneventful endi:qg~ .~re spurious, , 

and that all 1T + mesons at rest decay to \Jr + mesons. 11~ 
-

Second paragraph, sentence beginning "The r unit etc"" should read 

. 106 . 
"o o o 1 r per hour corresponds to about-- electrons per pulse at a 

~50 . (o) 
At bottom of page add new sentence folloWJ.ng the word "neutretto 11

., 

" 0 • .. 

Pg., 53 Uif 

the~ meson had integral spin, one might expect negative ~mesons to make 

Pgo 54 Table 8(1) in colmnn entitled "SPIW' change third number down to read 

"O (1~" 

Pg., 55 Just above number 11 211 insert new sentence "In the case of neutral '1T mesons, 

the postulated decay into two photons implies that the spin is zero 0 " Also, 

after number 11 4 11 sentence should read "·-rt mesons at rest always· dec~y " 

Pg .. 56 Line 11 from bottom should read: "Since the neutral particle given off in 

1T + '11 + decay appears to have a very small rest mass, it' is appealing to 

conclude that it is the same particle; and that both are the same as the 

neutrino encountered in ~ decayo (New paragraph) It is not necessar~ of , 

. . .. ' + + 
course, to draw this conclusion~ and the neutral particle of 1T ~ decay 

could be a 'mesonf with zero spin, while the ~0 of~- decay has'spin l/2o" 

Pg., 65 Reference 6.,12(2)g add also "F. Adelman, private communicationott .. 
. 1 .. 
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HEVIE\Iv OF WORK ON ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED MESONS 

Hugh Bradner 

October 19 9 1949 

1" Introduction 

.Artii'i.cially produced mesons were detected for the first time at the University 

cf California E::1dia.tion Laboratory in February l948o (l) The nesons were creat'ed. 

by bombar'ding s. ca.!'bon target vd th the 390 llev alpha-particle beam of the 184-inch 

synchrocyclctron( 2 ) and were detected by the chare.cteristic tracks which thoy nade 

in going through the emulsions of special photograpbic plates. 

Shortly before Gardner and Lattes announced the production of mesons by the 

cyclotron" Sakata (
3

) !J Tanikawa( 4 ) and Bethe and Marshak(S) had predicted. the 

existence of' light and heavy mesons on the basis of oo::;;nic ray evidenc:8 and Powell 

and covm:cker-.s ( 
6

) had established. th~ existence of mesons of tTJo ma.~.;:;es by studies 

of" nuc1ea;: pl.a·tes exposed to cosmic rays and had deduced scme properties of the 
• 

particl.eso T'ney oonc~luded that the light 0 or \-1-s meson had a mass of epproximately 

200 electron masses; while the heavy meson 0 which they termed 1T o:r c: had approxi-

mately 300 to 400 elec.tron masseso They did not 1mow hov• many of the heavy non~ 

star f'onning mesons were positive; though they inferred that Bost or all of the star 

forming 9 oro·, meson::: were negatiYeo It '\olras deduced that -rr and 6 nesons had 

,:;trong interaction with rn:teiei and that the heavy mesons had a nean lifet:i.r.te -oe"b.·reen 

10=6 and 10·~l1 secondso The decay, in flight of 1T and 6 mesons fonned at high 

al ti +..-udes was presumed to give 1-1- mesons 9 the particles ordinarily seen at sea-level. -

0 mesons produced nuclear explosions upon coming to rest in light or heavy 

elements 0 while positive ii mesons were thought always to produce positive 1-1- mesons 

upon coming to rest in matter. From the fact that. the positive 1-1- meson always was 

produced with the same kinetic energy of approx:lr.lately 4 li~ev 9 Lattes et al. 

/. 
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concluded that a single neutral particle was also produced during the decayo The 
- . - - . . . . - .. - .. _, . - -

preliminary estima.tes of 1T meson and 11 + meso!l masses 0 ho'Wever 9 led to the erroneous 

conclusion that the neutral particle had about the same mass as the~+ mesono 

The production of mesons in the Berkeley cyclotron opened the possibility of 

studying the mesons under conditions of 108 times higher intensity» with magnetic t-

sorting to separate the particles of clifferent chargeso Tvm im.'<lediate results were 

the recognition that approximately one=thi.rd of the heavy negative (1T=) mesons do 
• r 

not produce starsD and the assignment of a. mass value of 313 ..!, 16 electron masses 

to the ~l! = meson., (Both of" these observations were further refined in later experi= 

mentso) 

The present review is concerned with the investigation of properties of heavy 

and light mesons 9 performed with the a=particle beam of the Berkeley cyclotron 

dux::tng the period from February!) 1948D to February!) 1949D and vd th the proton beam 

of the machine f'rom February to July 9 l949o A short account of the results thus 

f'ar obtained with the 335 Mev Berkeley syn~hrotron ( 7) wi 11 be given near the end of 

the paper~, 

It is the purpose of tl-.d.s paper to •assemble the best values available at the 

present t,ime on meson production and meson propertieso The material is arranged 

for easy reference and future addi tionsD rather than coherent readingo It appears 

diffil::mlt to present a detailed account of the invertigationsD and at the same ·. 
time to show clearly the development of current views concerning mesonso Therefore 9 

the main body of the tex.t will treat the individual experiments in considerable 

deta.il 0 while a summary of present concepts of meson properties will be given in 

the last secti.on of the papero 
i: 

Work th&.t has been reported only in Juno Physo Soco meetings will be treated· 

in greater detail than those researches which have been publishedo The experi~, 

mental work presented here is the result of the joint effort of a number of people 
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most of whom have comprised the Film Program Group* of the Uni~ersity of California 

Radiation Laboratory. This sununary report was begun by C.M.G. Lattes during his 

stay in Berkeley s and -many ?f the sections on experiments; with 1f - mesons were 

drafted by him. Sections 4.lls 4.14 and 6.12 were written by s. Jones and part of 

Section 4.12 was written by H. Wilcox. V. z. Peterson and H. Wilcox made the cross 

section calculations. D. Sherman has compiled an extensive bibliography to accompany 

this paper~ but because of its length it has been assigned a separate report number, 

UCRT.. 487. The rest of the text was assembled by'H. Bradner, and he assunes responsi-;¥ 

bility for opinions not attributed to other experimenters. The sequence of topics 

, follows closely the outline submitted by W. H. Barkas to the Echo Lake Cosmic Ray 

Symposium in Junes 194f• There are a number of topics for which detailed information 

has been obtained direct1y from the experimenter, and in these cases 0 credit for 

the contributions >vill be given in the text. 

All the work except that described in ~ecti~ 4.3 was done •vith Eastman Kodak 
(; 

"NTB" or Ilford. 11Nuclear Research" plates 9 since the meson intensity and ratio of 

mesons to background was so low that other methods of detection such as cloud 

chambers and scintillation counters failed to show the presence of mesons. A 

very few: cloud chamber photographs have been obtained which show mesons produ?ed 
. ' . 

by neutrons and x=rays~' and some success has just recently been achieved by 

L. W. Alvarez in using counters to detect positrons from the decay of positive~ 

* The group working with mesons produced by the cyclotron has included Mr. F. 

Adelman 9 Dr. W. H. Barkas, Mr. A. S. Bi.shop 0 Mr. K. Bowker 0 Dr. H. Bradner» Mr. J o . . . 

Burfening, Mr. P. Carnahan 9 Mr. w. Conover 9 Dr. E. Gardners Miss E. Grunwald, Mr. 

s .. Joness Dr. C.M.G. Lattes 9 Dr. E. Martinelli.» Mr. E. O. Meals» Mr. D. 0 1 Connell, 

Mr. Ao Olivers Mr. V. c. Peterson, Dr. R. Richardson, Miss'F. Smith 8 Mr., S., White, 

Dr. c. Richrnan 9 Dr., H. Wilcox 9 ·Mr., M. Weissbluth9 and others. 
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* mesonso 

A brief report on pair spectrom~ter investigations by York and Moyer on high 

energy photons is contained in Section 4o3 since their work implies the possible 

existence of neutral m~sonso 

2o General Background 

Before describing the experimental arrangement'used for the production and 

the detection of mesons in the cyclotron it is worthwhile to point out a few ob-

servations which served to guide the search for artificially produced mesonso 

ao At the beginning of 19~48 two types(l)(
2

) of mesons ;vith masses of the 

order of 200 and 300 eomo were kno;vn to existo It was assumed that such mesons 

did not exist inside nuclei J> so that if they were to be produced under nuclear 

bomba.rdment 9 their mass would have to be provided at the expense of the kinetic 

energy of the incident particleso FurthermoreD it was believed that if mesons 

were created at all 9 they would be produced in single nucleon-nucleon collisionso 

I~this assumption is correct, it would appea~ at first sight that alpha-particles 

of approximately 400 Mev would not have enough energy to produce either ~ or 1T 

mesons9*"' at least 100 Mev would be needed in the center of mass system to make a 

~ meson and 150 Mev for a 1f meson 0 while each neutron or proton in the alpha 

particle beam would carry only 100 Mev and therefore have only 50 Mev available 

in the center of mass system for meson productiono 

* 

** 

Note added in proofg Preliminary data suggest that Jo Steinberger is also 

successful in detecting positive mesons by delayed coincidenceso and there 

are indications that H., Bradner 9 Mo Dazey 9 and J o stein berger have detected 

11= meson stars in transtilbineo ..-- }.~ .P ..<.. 4 

For the remainder of this paper the symbol 1rvnll refer to either positive or 

negative heavy me.son .unless a superscript designates a specific signo 

' 
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The situation is not so discouraging!) as was pointed out by McMillan and 

Teller(
3

) and substantiated by Horning and Weinstein~(4 ) wh~n one takes into 

account the internal kinetic energy of the nucleons in the a-particles and in 

the target nucleuso The nucleons are assumed to oscillate within the nucleus 9 

with a Fermi energy of approximately 25 Mevo Under favorable conditions the im-

pinging nucleon can be moving within its nucleus in the direction of the beam~ 

while the nucleon in the target can be moving in the opposite directiono The 

momentum at impact is thus increased by the factor 

zVEr + ~E/4 
a 

where E_f' is the Fermi energy9 and Ea is the a~particle energyo The calculations 

of these three writers implied that 1T mesons could be produced by the a=particle 
I 

beam!) r;mt that 'TT meson production in the ~90 Mev deuteron beam would be negligibleo 

bo The experiments of Conversi at alo ( 5 ) on the absorption of cosmic ray 

mesons in heavy and light materials clearly indicated that t.l. .mesons do not interact 

strongly with nucleons!) as would be expected if they were responsible for nuclear 

forceso (S) An estimate of the cross section for t.l. meson productio~ in the cyclo-

trona based on these results~ shows that it is too small to detecto On the other 

handa the direct prodllction of 1T mesons in cosmic ray stars( 7) and the frequent 

occurrence of stars at the end of their range 9 indicated that these heavier mesons 

participate in a strong nuclear interaction and consequently might have a reasonably 

high cross section for production in the cyclotrono It was 0 therefore 9 clear that 

in looking for artificially produced mesons one should try to arrange the experi-

ment in a way most favorable for the detedtion of 1T rather than t.l. mesonso 

Co The most obvious way to look for artificially produced mesons was to ex-

pose the plates to the full=energy a=part:icle beam and search for stars produced 

in the emulsiono It was known from plates exposed to cosmic rays that occasionally 
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mesons a.re ejected in addition to the usual heavy particles from the center of 

the staro .An experiment of this type was triedo The exposure was arranged as 

ahovm in Figo 2(1) and abou~ 5000 a=particle induced stars were observed. under 

500 diameters magnif.icationo No mesons were foundD but this negative result was 

expected. from a theoretical estimate of the probability of the process and the foot 

that only mesons of energy up to a few Mev would be registered in.the insensitive 

plates whi.oh were usedo It was» therefore 9 clear that an arrangement must be de-

v-ised. to separate the mesons from the much larger number of heavy particles which 

were also produced under a~particle bombardmento 

It E.eemed than an arrangement most sui table for detecting mesons would be 

one allowing the separation of negative from positive particles» since mesons were 

the only negative particles expected to be recorded in Bl and C2 plates a Eo 

McMillan suggested ~he simple and convenient method described in the next sectione 

3o E~erimenta.l Arrangement 

3oll Negative mesons from alpha-particle bombardment 

The experimental arrangement that has been used repeatedly for producing and 

detecting negative mesons produced by a~particles in the cyclotron is shown in Figse . . 

3oll(l) and 3oll(2)o The exposures were made inside the machine in order to make 

use of the f'ull beam intensity and at the same time to take advantage of the 

cyclotron magnetic field to separate the negative mesons from the main bulk of 

hea·vy positive particles produced during the bombardment a 

Figo 3oll(l) gives a general view of the exposure set~upo The plate holder 

is supported by a probe 1\T'nich can be moved in and out radially by remote control 

in order to obtain the desired energy of the bombarding a=particleso The incident 

ions follow the orbit showno Negative mesons produced at the target are deflected 

by the magnetic field and focused roughly at the position of the plates 9 as sho>vn 

by the orbits drawn in broken lineso Positive mesons and heavy particles are 

'I 
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deflected in the direction away from the plates, as indicated by the orbits 

dravrr1 in dotted lines • 

Fig. 3.11(2) gives a larger view of the actual plate holde~. The target 

was usually a solid piece of graphite or berylliurn. vlith dimensions 1 in. x 1 in. x 

l/16 in.~ the smallest dimension being parallel to the a-particle beam. The main 

body of the plate holder was made of copper with sufficient thickness in all direc

tions to stop ions originating in the target or scattering toward the piates· fro"rrC ·-.· 

various places in the interior of the cyclotron. 

The distance between the tip of the target and the photographic plates was 

adjusted so that mesons of mass 300 9 describing semicircular orbits as indicated, 

would have an energy from 2 to 4 Mev, depending upon the point of entrance in the 

plate. Mesons of such energy have a range of approxinately 150 to 500 1nicrons in 

the plates of the type used and their complete path through the emulsion can easily 

be follovred. The dimensions of the plate holder may be in:'erred from the scale 

provided in Fig. 3.11(2). Fie;. 3.11(3) is an actual photograph of the standard 

plate holder used in most of the exposures. 

For most o.f the exposures. the plates were stacked vii th emulsion side up and~ .. , ... 

the mesons allowed to enter the emulsions through their "leading" edge. This 

arrangement is convenient mainly for getting a large concentration of ineson tracks 

near the leading edge of the plate. 

The plates were generally vvrapped in ordinary photographic black' p.aper 

1/10 rnrn thick to permit handling in daylight. Unwrapped plates were used when 

it was importa.'1t to have an accurate measurement of the range or of the initial 

direction of the mesons in the emulsiono The plates were then exposed singly and 

tilted 3 to 5 degrees, so that the mesons entered through the upper surface of 

the ern.ulsion. lieasuremonts on ::-,1eson tracks near tho odr;e of a plate are not re

liable because the emulsion suffers a considerable dist"ortion during :i:Jrocessingo 
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Further.more the emulsion often peels from the glass for the first 100 to 200 

microns. 

1lost of the exposures were made vvi th Ilford type C2 nuclear H.esearch plat os. 

Vfuen a greater. grain density in the tracks was desired, as in the study of 1T '"'\J-

decay or in following the tracks of mesons of energy greater than 5 I· .. Tev, 1:1ore 

sensitive plates, such as Eastman Kodak "NTB" or Ilford C3 0 vvere fou..'1.d more sui ta~le. 

For work in which a high discrimination be'b.ve~n meson and protons tracks was neces- . 

sary,. less sensitive plates~ such as Ilford Eland F3, were e;-nployedo Very scmsi-

tive plates, such as Eastman Kodak Jtl'B3 9 Ilford G5, and Kodak Ltd. DT4 9 have been 

used recently, but a large backgrou.1.d of low energy electron tracks lir:1i ts their 

usefulness. T~e usual thickness of the plates has been 50 to 200 microns and a 

standard processing technique(l) has been used for most experi17lentso 

Ordinarily, observation and measurement of the meson tracks is nade using 

nicroscopes vii th 6X to lOX eyepieces a:nd 90X oil iTiunersion or ~OX apochromatic 

objective. Under these conditions an experienced observer car;. easily recognize 

the characteristic tracks left by m.Es::ms in the photogra2hic enulsions, Only in 

a fev;; instances has grain counting been used as a r.wans of identification of 

the mesons. The appearance of a plate under the microsco:)c is much like F'igo 

* 3.11(4), which is a simple photomicrograph of a meson amidst a backc;round of 

ra.ndon. grains and heavy particle tracks, IJeson tracks ordinarily scatter too 

much to permit this type of recordingD so ordinary events are sketched, and par-

tioularly interesting tracks are photographed step,dse to brinG successive short 

sections of the track into focus, Completed mosaics of typical 1T- meson tracks 

photographed with 90X oil immersion objective are shovm in Figso 3oll(5) and 

3.11(6). 

* The photomicrographs used in this paper are the work of Ero A.J. Olivero 
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The plates exposed in the cyclotron during the early stages of the workD 

when examined under the microscopep showed a very great number of tracks of 

protons 9 deuterons 9 alpha-particles 11 etco D. stemming presumably from nuclear ex

plosions produc~d by fast neutrons in the shielding 11 in the glass 11 and in the 

emulsion''itself., The orientation of the background tracks was randomD and it was 

clear that most of the neutrons did not originate in the targeto A few mesons were 

foundD buy the ratio of meson tracks to background was of the order of lgl0 11 000o 

During the first fmv months after the mesons were detected» a great deal of 

effort' vvas spent in reducing the neutron background; In the final arrangement it 

was possible to show that about half of the neutron background originated directly 

in the targeto In the very best exposures the number of background tracks de-

creased nearly as the square of the distance from the target., 

The exact origin of the neutrons coming from places other than the target 

is not yet completely understood., or the various devices tried for reducing 

the neutron background the only ones found definitely to be effective were: 

a) Reducing the deuteron contamination of the a~beam., It was found that, 

as expected 11 deuterons of 190 Mev did not produce a detectable number of mesonso 

As it is not possible to obtain an alpha-particle beam free from deuteron contami-
. . . 

nation 11 even by first letting the vacuum tank down to atmospheric_pressure before 

running the cyclotron for a~,particles 9 and as these deuterons served only to in-

crease the background to meson ratio 11 a device suggested by W. Ko Ho Panofsky 

was designed by Robert Watt for minimizing the deuteron contaminationo Such a 

mechanism is made possible by the fact-that the a~particles begin their accelera

tions at a different time in the frequency modulation cycle than do the deuteronso 

Pulsing ~he ion source arc on at precisely the correct time gave a 98 percent 

pure beam of al~ha-particleso The pulsing time was determined experimentally on 

each group of exposures by reading a spacial double probe which measured the 
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a=particle current and the deuteron current simultaneouslyg 

b) Beam 11 clippero 11 Originally most of the background due to _alpha~particles 

c~e from ions which scattered from the targeto These could subsequently strike 

the dee near the plate holder and produce neutrons 9 or could spiral outward in the 

reduced magnetic field beyond the beam radius and actually strike the plate holdero 

A "clipper" shaped as shown in Figo 3oll(7) was placed on the opposite side of the 

cyclotron from the target in order to stop the be~ which had been scattered 

from the target at small angles up1qard, downward, or radially outwardo The back 

of the clipper ordinarily was set at 1/2 inch larger radius than the targeto 

When the two devices were used, it was possible to obtain occasional a-beam 

exposures with a ratio of meson tracks to background tracks of approximately l/50o 

Usually the ratio was nearer to 1/lOOo With the nonnal beam intensity of 1/10 of 

a microampere 9 a ten minute exposure provided a convenient density of tracks for 

studyo In exposures of stacks of plates there were about 300 mesons entering the 

emulsion of each plate through the "leading" edge., (100 microns thick» 3 inches 

longo) Single plates exposed at a grazing angle of about 5 degrees showed about 

4000 mesons distributed over the 3 inch by 1 inch areao 

It is possible to eliminate practically all the background except that 

coming directly fr;m the target, by making the bombardment outside the cyclotron 

vll'ith the deflected bea.mo C., Richman is using the deflected proton beam to study 

the energy distribution of mesons up to 150 Mev from a carbon targeto By using 

an auxiliary magnet of a few kilogauss to sort out the negative mesons~ it is 

possible in principle to reduce the background still further~ since mesons of a 

given energy could be focused to a position farther away from the target than is 

possible with the cyclotron magnetic field., As the number of mesons would de,-
. ;,.'ih,~.ul: ~ 

crease linearly with the distance between target and plateAwhile the bac~ground 

would decrease as the square of the distance,~~ the advantages are obviouso This 
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~£.-,.~ ~~ 
type of exposure ~.a:l;---p-ra:c-"t!i-u-a-bi-e-at--p·r-es-e:a=t 9 since"the intensity per unit 

10-(,,... d.v~~~:c-/vu,;..~~l 
area in the deflected beam is only about ;.e--!7 o~ ~-e-i""f"Ctt"l-a:t-i-'.n:g-9-ea:m-a:ncl:; 

;l;he·ref-0'1'B-:;-'t-ne...:b0mba:rdment-M~ld-be mach boo-:toncg., 

3ol2 Positive mesons from a~particle bombardment 

An important difference between exposures for negative mesons and for positive 

mesons is that~ in the latter case» ions leaving the target curve in the same direc-

tion as the mesons and 0 therefore 9 cannot be eliminated by shie~ingo Tracks of 

mesons are approximately 100 times as long as tracks of protons with the same momentum, 

and hence the latter will not be confused with meson tracks if a good channel is 

employedo However 0 they do contribute seriously to the background on the plateso 

Exposures suffer further because of the small yields of low energy positive mesons 

as indicated in the Section 4o2lo 

The most common type of plate holder for the detection of positive mesons is 

shown in Figo 3ol2(l)o* Note that it differs from the holders described in Section 

3oll in that it accepts only mesons ejected fram the target in a backward direction 

in order that the plates may be placed at a radius larger than the beruno 

For experiments such as comparison of positive 1r to negative tr yields~ in 

which positive mesons· ejected in the fo~ard direction were desired, it was possible 

to use plate holder such as shown in Figo 3ol2(2 )o Background was very severe in 

this type of holder because stray particles from the cyclotron beam struck the 

rear of the holder and the thickness of the holder is limited by the size of the 

airlock opening into the cyclotrono (Since the range of the proton beam is greater 

than that of the alpha-particle beam9 this type of holder canr1ot be used in con-

nection with the 345 Mev proton be~ A larger airlock now being designed should 

improve the situationo) 

*Eo Gardner has kindly perrrdtted the use_ of this and other figures from a forth-

coming paper on meson mass measurementso 
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3o2 Meson production in the proton beam . _..,. 

The main difficulty in using the 345 Mev proton bea~ comes from the increased 

range of stray protons and the increased energy of neutrons from the targeto This 

makes it desirable to increase the shielding around_the plates» and 9 in particular~ 

to place as much shielding as possible between the plates and the targeto It has 

not been possible to use a plate hold~r ?f the type of Figo 3ol2(2) with the proton 

beamo However 9 holders shovn: in Fig~o ~o2(1) and 3ol2(1) are satisfactoryo 

New types of holders shown in Figso 3o2(2).., (3)o (4)» are being used to study 

mesons of energies from 20 Mev to their uppe: l~IJ1it of approximately 150 1fev. 

Mesons leaving the target with high ~~ergy at approximately 90° to the bea.rn are 

slowed down to about 10 Mev by an absorber of copper or another material before 

entering the plateso 

The channel of the holder in Figo 3o2(2) is. designed to pass mesons of a nomi

nal energy of 50 Mev 9 but because of its small total 1 ength vlill pass mesons with 

ener'gies from 40 Mev to 80 1~ev emitted at 90° + 3° to the proton beam directiono 
. -··-

A copper absorber placed at the e:~d t end ~f the ?h~el immedi':tely in front of 

the plates reduces the 50 Mev meson energy to approximately 14o5 Mevo Mesons 

with initial. energy between '46 and 66 Mev stop in the plateo This arrangement 

thus has good angular resolution» and moderately good energy resolutiono 

The holder shown in Figo 3o2(3) is designed to sJ.ow the mesons down before 

they enter the channelo The distance between target and plates is smaller than 

in the holder of Figo 3o2(2) 9 and improiTed I!le~on J?.eld is achieved at the expense 

of angular resolutiono Different energy regions are selected for study by using 
• 

different absorbers at the entrance to the channelo 

The type of holder that is shown in Figo 3o2(4) was originally proposed by 

Co Richman for use vlith the deflected cyclotron beam. It does not take advantage 

of magnetic separation of ions.., but simply interposes a copper absorber betvreen 
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the target and the plateso Plates are placed in slots in the copper block and 

meson energies are estimated frorr._t --~~~ ~~~C.k!l~~~ r:>f ~opper ~e~~en the ~17r~et and 

)~;he terminus of the meson a Exposures made with -~~is type oi' holder s11ow p~o':" 

hibi ti vely high background for mesons of less than 20 Mev at 90° to the proton 

beam.!> but are very satis~a?tory _ f,or rr._teson energie_s _ ~~o-:e 50 Mevo Plates exposed 

in the forwar~ quadr~t show pro~re~sivelY. mo~~-~~ckgr?un~while those in the 

backward quadrant give better ex~?sures t_h(i!l_~?s~- in_the 90° positioilo Positive 

and negative mesons drift in opposite_ ~~~e~tio~s :mder_t~e influence of __ t~e_mag

netic field 0 so that 1r + and ~- -~eso!l:s _ e~~i_!lg in t~e s_ame regioi_l o~ a plate 

did not leave the target in the same directiono Vo Peterson(l) has calculated 

the drift of mesons 0 and finds that they_ er:~ ap_Pr_()_J{~r:tately 7 1/2° away from their 

initial direction 0 r.egfirdle~~ _?f _thei_r __ ~!li_~ial ~I_l(3r~yo 

Richman and Wilcox 1 s J?r~s~n~ ~=--~~gement f,oz:- obtaini!lg mesons from the 345 

Mev external proton beam is -~ho,wn schematically hl:_J<!-go 3o2(5)s which they h(iv;e 

kindly given permission to useo _In _t}lei_: metho~~ th~ ~xternal be~ ~rm~ the cyclo

tron goes thougz: a ta.~get and is subse~ueiJ.~1!. col~~?~e~ and ~~teg!'atedo The posi-

tive and negative meson~ I?roduce~in_t1~e __ ~_a_-rge~ enter the essentially infinite 

blocks of absorber materials where they come to rest after traversing a distance 
. . . 

assumed to be appropriate to the initial energyi according to the ordinary nuclear 

stopping lawo During this proc~ss th~ .rn~S()ll~ _ s~a~ter somewh,a~ 0 but in the ab

sorber the volume density of stopped mesons at a given depth of penetration is 
.. . " - .• "' . • ... * ~- . . . • - • 

unchanged and measures the number-produced in the target with the corresponding 
-~ --~ ~ ........ - ···'- . ~ ···~· ···---- -~ 

energyo Nuclear emulsions are buried in these absorbemin order to sample the 

meson population 9 and in this way the en~rgy depe!lde~?e o~ the differential 
'-.:~~~-

meson cross section at a given angle_~f ?bs~~at~on in th~ laboratory is measuredo 

No magnetic separation technique is used9 positive and negative mesons cang how-
~ -·-- . . ~ ~-· ~ - ..... . ... ~- .. - .. .. - ·- . '.... . ... 

ever 9 be distinguished by the fact that the 1T+ mesons decay into observable~+ 
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mesonsD whereas the if mesons are captured and in'73 percent of the cases give 

rise to an observable star in the emulsionc 

3o 3 'Meson production by neutrons 

When
1
345 Mev protons strike a target 9 charge exchange takes placeD producing 

high, .. ener'gy neutrons in the forward direction as shown in Figo 3.op,(l,) o The energy 

spectrum of the neutrons has bean shown by Cranda~l and Hadley(l) to-have an average 

value of approximately 270 Mev with a half=width at half maximum of approximately 

50 Mevo The yield of neutrons 40 fto from a 1 ~a beam of. 345 Mev protons striking 

a 2 inch thick Be target is approximately 104 neutrons cm=2 sec=lo Nuclear track 

plates placed in this beam show recoil tracks and nuclear stars with occasional 9 

directly produced meson trackso 

·Plates have also been exposed by Richman and by Bradner to obtain tracks of 

mesons produced in a carbon target by neutronso The arrangement was somewhat 

similar to the one described above for use w:i. th the deflected proton beamo Twenty 

hour exposures were required to obtain a few mesons per cm2 of emulsion9 and. longer 

exposure1:1 could not be used because of backgroundo 

4o Meson Production 

4oll Excitation curve for a=particle beam 

Since the possibility of producing 1Tmesons in the cyclotron depended upon · 

the available internal energy o~ nuclei 9 and since calculations using this quan= 

ti ty were open to question9 the early experiments were designed to gather only 

easily obtainable information that woula be most useful later for making bombard= 

ments to observe mesons in restricted regions of meson energy and angle of emission 

from the targeto The excitation curve and the energy spectrum for the production 

of negative mesons in carbon were measured by Jones and Whit~(l) and the cross 

section was measured by Vo Petersono(2) 
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For the excitation curve 9 the standard pla~e holder described in·Section 3oll 

was put at different radii inside the cyclotrono Exposures were made With a carbon 

target 1/16 inch in thicknesso Those mesons were counted which stopped in a strip 

2mm deep along the leading edge of the emulsiono This region contained mesons 

which had left the target at angles up to about 45 degrees from the forvvard direc-
1 

tion of the a=beam and which had energies from about 2 to 10 Mevo 

The number of d mesons observed versus the bombarding beam energy is given 

* in Table 4oll(l)o Column l contains the energy. of the bombarding a=particles) 

column 2, the number of star~forming mesons actually counted~ column 3» the rela-

tive area scanned9 and column 4, the number of mesons relative to the number at 

390 Mev 9 corrected for beam current and the relative emulsion thicknessD and area 

scannedo The cross section for the reaction c12(a 9 an)c11 is constant within the 

statistical error throughout the range of a~particle energies usedo ( 
4

) 

It is evident from the excitation function 9 as well as from energy consider&F 

tions, that 1T mesons are not normally made in pairs by the 390 Mev a-particle beam. 

4ol2 Cross section for production of 1i= mesons by the a-particle beam 

A differential cross section measurement for meson production by the full 

energy a= beam was made by Vo Peterson (l) for mesons of energy 2 to 5 Mev em.i tted 

within 45 degrees of the forward di~eotiono A standard plate holder was used 

with a one=quarter inch thick carbon target 9 and the intensity of the beam was 

monitored by means of a thin polystyrene foil fixed to the front of the targeto 

One-quarter inch thickness of target was chosen in order that the a=beam would 

scatter enough in a single passage through the target to hit the clipper and thus 

fail to make a second pass through the polystyreneo The total beam current was 

calculated by measuring the 20=minute positron activity in the polystyrene due to 

* The data and curves for this section and for Section 4ol3 have been taken from 

an article by S? Bo Jones and Ro So White 9 submitted for publication in the 

Physical Reviewo 
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Table 4oll(l) 

a~particle Number of r:f Relative Area . Relative Yield 
Energy(Mev) Mesons Observed Scanned (Corrected) 

390 241 L42 100 

342 109 loOO 34.,0 

304 24 loOO 6o7 

266 4. loOO Oo5 

These data have been plotted in Figo 4.,11(1L Which also includes data 

of Section 4ol4 for the proton beamo In addition$ the absolute minimum 

thresholds calculated in Section 9ol2 by the method of Barkas( 3) have been 

indicated" 
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the c12(a 9 an)c11 reaction whose cross section is known (l) for 390 Mev a-particles. 

Correction was made for the differences in solid angle subtended by the plate for 

the various trajectories. No correction was made for target thickness.. The dif-

ferential cross section was based upon the measurement of 71 mesons which ended 

in the emulsion. Peterson has kindly recalculated his results 9 using 1 .. 37 x 10-8 

sec. for the half life of the 'Tl- meson (cr. Section 6 .. 33). The calculated dif-

. -32 2 -1 -1 ferential eros s section under these conditions is. 3. 0 + 0.8 x 10 em Mev ster 

pe~ carbon nucleus. The value is expressed in terms of the carbon nucleus rather 

than the nucleon since the relative contribution of proton and neutron is not known. 

The accuracy of the cross section calculation is impaired by the small number of 

mesons observed 0 and by the fact that the 1/4 inch carbon target is thick for the 

energy of the observed mesonso In fact, the half-thickness of the target would 

indicate that the observed mesons were produced with a mean energy of 10 Mev. 

4.13 Energy spectrum for mesons produced by the a-particle beam 

The energy spectrum of 11- mesons produced by 390 Mev a-particles on a carbon 
. . . (1) 

target was measured by Jones and White. The plate holderg shovm in Fig. 4al3(1), 

was designed to allow the simultaneous exposure of four stacks of plates to mesons 

at distances of from 1 to 13 inches from the target. The mesons originate from the 

extreme left side of the. 1 in. x 1 in. x 1/16 in. carbon target attached to the 

plate holder as pictured in Fig .. 4.,13(i). 

Fig. 4.13(2) is a composite map of all the p~ates, sho,ving the point at which 

each meson stopped in the emulsiono Theblocked-in areas designate the areas 

scanned. star-forming mesons are indicated by a cross and non-star-forming ones 

by a circle. Only star-forming mesons were considered in this experiment. There 
6 

is a.unique relationship between position of a meson terminus an~ the angle and 

energy with which it left the target, provided that straggling and scattering are 

neglected. 

The energy spectrum is defined by 
dN 

where dN. ; s the the number of dE d..D- II ... 
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mesons which leave the target in the energy interval dE and in the solid angle 

d JL o Since the plates were located in the horizontal plane the element of solid 

angle was taken as d¢'d9 where dj) is the vertical angle subtended by the elements 

of E:!nulsion in question at the target and dQ is the corresponding horizontal angleo 

dG is· measured from the forward direction of the a-beamo 

The number of mesons that end in a particular energy and angle interval may be 

found by a direct count of the numbers in the corresponding areas.. The sets of 

curves for the analysis were found by constructing graphically the approximat~ly 

semicircular orbits of mesons of various energies and angles., Graphical plotting 

was necessary because of the rapid rate of change of the magnetic field of the 

cyclotron with increasing radius at the position of the plateso 

The solid curve in Figo 4 .. 13(2) represents the calculated positions on the 

plates of mesons Vilhich leave the target in the direction of the a=bea.mo 

The non~star forming mesons found nearer to the emulsion edge than the solid 

curve a.re probably p. = mesons formed by the decay of 1T mesons in the immediate 

vicinity of the plate 9 the decay being in a direction which favors a low~~ meson 

energyo Calculations show that the region of 8-10 inches from the target is es~, 

pecially favorable to this situationo 

The data obtained by counting the number N of ~mesons observed in the 

various areas are plotted in Figo 4ol3(3).. N is plotted versus E for mesons. en-

taring the plate at ~gles up to 30° from the perpendicular" 

The data were corrected for the relative plate thickness 9 relative areas 

scanned and solid angle subtended.. Correction was also made for vertical focusing 

due to the radial decrease of the magnet~c field» and for decay in flight;o From 
~ 

Figo 4ol3(3) it appears that the peak of the energy distribution has not yet been 

reached at l2o5 Mev .. 

.. 
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4.14 Excitation function for mesons produced by the proton beam 

Jones and Whi te(l) have made a study of the variation of .,- meson yield 

with proton energy9 using a technique similar to that described in Section 4.11 

for excitation by a-particles. The proton study wa.s limited to 6 mesons with 

energies from 3-10 Mev emitted between 0°-45° of the beam direction from a 1/32 inch 

thick carbon targeto Eastman type NTB plates with 100 ~ emulsion were used to record 

the mesons. The results are pre~ented in Table 4.14(1). The last colmnn gives the 

relative yield, corrected for integrated beam current, area scanned# and thickness 

of plate. The rel~tive integrated beam current was found by measuring the relative 

target activities at a fixed time after bombardment, and using the cross section 

for the c12(p,pn)c11 reaction for protons of 170 to 340 Mev measured by Aamodt et 

aL,( 2) The data are plotted in Figure 4.11(1). 

4.15 Cross section for the production of '1T- mesor:t_§. _ _kf. _ _pro_t._9_!1_~_ 

An experiment similar to the one described in Section 4.12 has been performed 

by Peterson(l) in order to determine the differential cross section for the pro-

duction of 1T- mesons by a beam of 345 Mev protons on carbon. The differential 

cross section for the production of mesons vvi th energies ranging from 11.:13 ·Mev 

and emitted at angles between 0°-30° with the direction of the proton.beam from 

a 1/16 in. carbon target was found to be 1.0 x 10-~ cm2 Mev-1 steradian-l per 

carbon nucleus. The results cannot be compared directly vrith the cross section 
I 

measurements on mesons produced by a-particles except by means of the energy dis-

tribution, discussed in Section 4.13o This indicates that the differential cross 

section for the production of 11-13 Mev mesons by 345 Mev protons is approximately 

12 times as large as the differential cross section for the production of similar 

mesons by 390 Mev a-particles. 

A more comprehensive experiment on cross section and energy spectrum is 

being carried out by c. Richman and H. A. Wilcox 'Who have extended the observations 
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Table 4ol4(1) 

Proton Energy Number of 6 Relative Area Relative Yield 
Mesons Observed Scanned (Corrected) 

345 75 o86 100 

306 126 0 69 47 

269 46 o63 22 

233 19 o80 8 

201 3 o86 1 

167 0 1.00 0 
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to meson energies above 100 Mev. They have kindly permitted the use of their 

preliminary data 9 and a schematic view of their apparatus» shown in F1g. 3.2(5). 

Thus far, their arrangement has been used only to observe mesons emitted at 90° 

to the beam direction (in the laboratory system) from a carbon target bombarded 

by the deflected proton beam. The preliminary data on the differential cross sec-

tion for' meson production versus meson energy are exhibited in the graph of Fig. 

4.15(1). It should be emphasized that in addition to statistical uncertainties, 

the value of the cross section suffers an uncertainty arising from the possibility 

that fast mesons have a large cross section for interaction with nuclei of the 

absorber. 

4.16 Produc!~~p __ () __ ~rg-~~ons _ b;z neut:;:gns 

E. Gardner, F. M. Smith, H. Bradner, and C .. M. G. Lattes have made brief 

examinations of plates exposed directly to the 270 Mev neutron beam. Gardner(l) 

has found a total of 5 mesons origfnating in stars, compared with approximately 

50,000 ordinary nuclear stars in the same area scanned. One of the meson events 

is pictur'ed in Fig. 4.16(1), which shows a negative meson comi~g from a star., 

and terminating in a star. Many such events have been reported in studies of 

plates exposed ,~o cosmic ;ays.( 2) No accurate cross section for meson production 

by neutrons can yet be estimated. 

H. Bradner has placed plates_near a carbon target bombarded by the 270 I:iev 

neutron beam. A very rough preliminary cross section for production of 50-70 Mev 

mesons at 90° to the neutron beam has been calculated by Bradner and Wilcox( 3)to 

30 2 -1 -1 -1 be between 0.2 and 0.5 x 10- em ster Mev carbon nucleus • 

4.21 Ratio of cross sections for production of low energy positive and 

negative 1T mesons 

Mesons produced in the nucleus must traverse the electric field of the nucleus 

in escaping to the point at which they are detected. Thus, a positive meson formed 
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vli th energy less than the Coulomb barrier height ·would have a reduced probability oi' 

escaping frorrt the nucleus. If the npcctra of posi ti vo rmd neeati 70 ;;;esons ..,.,,}re 

identical vrhen created, the observed spectra should be different$ particula.r:L.y in 

the lovi energy region. This effect should be more profound the hiGher the a-:.m:J.ic 

number of the nucleus from vi.D.ich they are produced. The result, on this hyp,1U:esis, 

would be to reduce more and more the nu-:1ber of low enerGy posi ti vc mesons l~e:Lati ve 

to th0 low enerc;y negative- mesons as··the ato:aic- nwrrber of th·e tarGet is incn~ased. 

To study the anticipated effect Barlcas( 1 ) counted the number of p%i h ve n.nd 

th0 noc;ative 1l- ;ncsons produced by 390 I,iev a-particles in iclentica.l U: ... :::; i.cv) :mor;::;y 

intervals. 'l'ar;;ets of Be, C, Al, Cu, In and Pb 1/64 incb thic1c wor:J u:::::c1o :, .. L'.'ord 

C2 and C3 nuclear emulsion plates were employed to observe the ~.lCSCllSo Tho j::::tccting 

plates were 1)laccd sym.'TI.etrically on opposite ::;ides of the tarc;ot in th. E~·~-inch 

cyclotron as shovm in Fie;. 3.12(2)o Both the J.Jositive and negative ::tef>Jns -,;mre 

e:::i tted in the fonvard direction. 

Fi.g. 4.21(1) shows the ratio of positive to :tw:.~n.tiYe '"esons fou.nd .,;_~; (' i\!.~1c:tion 

of atorr..ic nv:·;lber. The ratio falls steeply vd th nuclear char::;c; in<'L:,ocl., no posit.i ve 

mesons T:ere observed from. In or Pb, although tho yield ::).f nf:lr;<:,t.ive :c;.esons r.rtl:3 ob-· 

served not to chanGe rapidly 1Ni th atomic nuubero 

4.22 Ratio of cross sections for 1Jroduction of hi£1:_~_.:;;nor;y_.J,?Qf?i:tj.v.:l and 

ne.<rati ve 11 mesons 

If ;-,1esons of energy as high as 50 ;,:ev arc studied, t~1e effect of tho Co' clo::-1b barrier 

s\wuld be small, and it would be expected that the ratio of 11"+ to 1"r rJ.oGon;3 wo·,;ld 

. A+Z 
be a[Jpr-ox:tmately A-Z' ·where A is the atomic weight and Z t~10 nto:'1ic nu;nbor of the to.> 

get. This forr:mla is derived by the follovnng sLaplifiscl ar;_:;1J~nont: If th0 inco;:ling 

proton interacts Yli th a :proton, then oi thor one of the::::·, na~r chance Llto r, :leutron a.nd 

a l10si ti ve meson. If the inco;uinc; proton interacts Yritl: a neutron, t~1'.3n i~h'.3 ~)raton 

may chang;e to a. neutron plus a posi ti vc meson, or the neutron may chEmge to a ;_:Jroton 

plus a negative meson. Thus if tho target nucleus contains H neutrons and P protons 
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and if p-p and· p-n interactions are considered roughly equal, one vvould expect 

a positive 1T to negative '1T' ratio of (2P + n)/N. Since A = P + !T and z = p» 

li. + z 
it follows that the ratio of positive to negative mesons should be as -.,-···-,;- P as 

Ll. .., '~ 

stated above. For carbon the ratio should be 3:1. 

H. Bradner is investigating the positive and negative Tr ratio 0 usin~ the 

arrangements shown in Figs. 3.2(2)o (3L and (4)o c. Richman and a. 7Jilcox are 

obtaining data in plates exposed outside the cyclotron shielding. Preliminary 

results indicate a r~tio of approximately 5:1 for 50-70 Hev mesons emitted at ~;$' 

90° + 5° from the 345 Mev proton beam striking a carbon target. 

4.3 Neutral Hesons_ 

- (1)(2) 
Experiments have been conducted by Ho York et al. usinr.; a pair pro-

duction spectroJEeter to investigate the high energy photons produced i'ih.en nuclei 

are bombarded with 345 Mev protons o Their findings are consistent with the assump

tion that a short-lived neutral meson '"ii 
0 

is produced in a manner sL::ilar to the 

positive_ and negative 1r mesons and that the decay of the neutral :~~eson int::> -hro 

photons gives rise to the observed photons. 

They have observed: 

1) A peak at approximately 125 Mev in the energy distribution of the photons 

emitted in the forv.rard direction 3 while the enere;y distribution in the l:;•101:ward 

direction shows a maximum at about 70 :lev. The positions of these t''w :-:~axi1:1a 

correspond to the Doppler shift which would occur if photons were emitted spheri-

. cally symmetrically by the decay of a 11° meson in a system moving with v = O. 32c 

in the forward direction; 

2) A value of approximately 0.5 x lo-27 for the absolute cross section for 

producing a pair of high energy photons o This is in rough agreement vvi th estimates 

of the total cross section for producing charged mesons by the proton beam; 

3) The following relative yield of the quanta as a function of proton energy: 



E (Mev) 
p 

345 

290 

230 

180 

-28-

Relo Yield 

1.0 

0.,07 

0.01 

The yield at_180 Mev_.i_~ __ c.qnsiste!ltw:i,th ]:)rertl.sstra,hlvng yield. 
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The extremely close agreement between these yields and the excitation function 

for "'Tf- mesons (Section 4.14) must be taken as fortuitous, since the experiments 

on 1T - meson yields were made in a very restricted energy and ane;le interval, and 

are not necessarily representative of the absolute cross section for ~ meson 

production., 

4) That the yields of the photons increase more slowly with atonic number of 

the target than do the inelastic cross sections, as shown in the follmring table: 

Be Cu Ta. 
----------------------

Relative yield of high 
energy photons 

Relative inelastic cross 
sections for 270 Mev 
neutrons 

1.0 

1.0 

2.8 4.,0 

4.0 ll.,O 

5) That the yield of photons by bombardment wi t.1 190 Liev deuterons does 

not show a high energy gamma peak and that it is less than 1 percent of the yield 

from 345 Mev protons. The yield and en~rgy distribution of photons from deuteron 

bombardment appear to be heavy particle bremsstrahlung .. 

6) That the photons originate within 1/8 inch of the target., This fact~ 

coupled with an estimate of the velocity based upon the Doppler shift, permits an 

upper limit of lo-11 sec. to be calculated for the half-life of the particle pro-

ducing the radiation. 

The possibility that the photomresult from an excited nucleon has not been 
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ruled out. 

5e Production of ~ Mesons 

5.1 Source of~- mesons 

The experiments with the channel plate holder to be described in Section 6.112 

showed that very few if any~- mesons come directly from the ta~get. Less than 

1/2 percent of the meson tracks seen in such an exposure are ~- mesonsjl and those 
I 

which are observed usually do not have the correct range to have passed through the 

channel. It is therefore concluded that \1- mesons are not produced directly by the 

proton be~'s striking a target and arise only from decay in flight of 7T.- mesons. 

This is confirmed by the very rare occurrence of 1T - ~- meson decay tracks in 

the emulsion (Section 6ol3) and is in agreement with the view that the TT meson 

is the strong"zy' interacting particle involved in nuclear forces, while the~ meson 

interacts only slightly ab:d hence has a small cross section for production in fast 

nucleon-nucleon collision. 

5.2 Production of~+ mesons 

The work of Burfening 9 Gardner, and Lattes(l) •v:i..th positive mesons in an 

open plate ho~der showed that ~ + mesons with a maximum enerr.;y of approximately 

4 Mev do come from the target. Since this maximum energy of the~+ meson is equal 

+ 
to the kinetic energy given to it in 1T' decay» ~ + n1esons are assumed to come 

from decays of 11+ mesons which have stopped in the target. The large yield is 

accounted for by the fact that low energy ·1r+ mesons stop in the target and decay. 

A few higher energy -rr+ mesons are retul,"ned to the target by 3600 focusing 8 and 

both emit ~ + mesons after coming to rest there. 

6. Properties of Mesons 

6.111 General discussion - Mass of iT- mesons 

When·· mesons were first observed in the cyclotron~ (l) it was found that most 

of them gave rise to stars at the end of their range in the emulsion. As it was 
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known from cosmic ray experiments that light mesons very rarely if ever give 

rise to stars~ while heavy negative mesons generally do, it was concluded that 

most of the mesons observed were heavyo A preliminary study of the mass of the 

mesons was made by estimating their radius of curvature in the ma~netic field and 

measuring their range in the emulsiono The results indicated that most of the mesons 

had a mass of 313 + 16 eGmo The mass measurements described later in this section 

give a more accurate value for'" the mass" of the heavy meson., The experiments are 

described rather fully, since no account of the mass measuring methods has yet 

been published~ and also because it is hoped that some of the confusion from 

widespread quotation of different mass values can be eliminated by this presentation 

o_f old and new mass valueso 

If the charge of the mesons observed in the photographic emulsions is known, 

the mass may be obtained by any one of three independent methods: a) measuring 

the radius of curvature of the orbit in a magnetic field and the range in emul-

sian; b) measuring the relative grain density of meson and proton tracks; c) meas-

uring the small angle scattering due to Coulomb interactionse 

Only the first two methods have been used in Berkeleyo By comparing the re-

sul ts obtained it will be shown in Section 6ol5 that the charge of the meson is 

equal "'Ni thin three percent to the electron charge., 

6.112 Mass measurement by radius of curvatur~-~~ :ra!l~e 

Sections 6.112 and 6o3ll contain information and drawings which Barkas, 

Bishop, G~rdner and Lattes have kindly furnished from the draft of their forth

coming paper(l) on mass measurementso The discussion of this secti9n will cover 

their experimental method, but the mass values have been recalculated by Frances 

S.'llith, using the latest values of the range--energy relation and of the cyclotrort 

magnetic field. 

The plate holder used in the exposure for the mass measurement of negative 
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mesons is shown in Figo 6.112(1), The mesons originate from a "ribbon" target 

of dimensions 3 1/2 in. x .1/32 x l/16 in., and are collected j.n the plates, which are 

exposed without Wrapping and inclined at an ang~e of 5° relative to the plane of 

the beam. 

In order to obtain an accurate result the following procedure was used: 

a) The dimension in the plane of the beam of a s~ender target defined the 

radius of the point of origin of the mesons to within 1/64 in. If a solid target 

of the type described in Section 3.11 had been used 9 the origin of the mesons would 

not have been known since the beam undergoes multiple passages through this target 

and in doing so may strike it in regions other than the very edge. 

b) The distance from the target to a reference point in the emulsion was 

measured to a high degree of accuracy by placing a fiducial mark on the plates at 

the .time of exposure. The fiducial mark is put on by means of a "marker" as shown 

in Fi.go 6.112(2). When the point (C) contacts the target, the globe behind the 

slit lights, leaving a developable fine line in the plate. The distance from the 

target to this fiducial mark is knovm to .001 inch. The position of the meson 

track with respect to this line is found with the microscope by measuring the 

coordinates of both within limits of error of 100 microns. 

c) The channel was used in order to obtain mesons with a small energy spread, 

and to eliminate some mesons produced in places other than the target, such as 1T 

mesons produced by stray beam and 11 mesons arising from 1T mesons that decay in 

flight. The channel was designed to admit into the plate only those mesons ejected 

within an angle of 14° relative to the incident beam 9 since the error in the cal

culated value of the mass increases for higher angles 9 as will be shown by Eq. 

6.112(5). 

d) The angle at which mesons entered the plate was measured. Microscope 

eyepieces were fitted with rotary cross-hairs and protractors graduated in degreeso 
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With these it was possible to measure the entrance anglo vnth respect to the 

plate edge with an error less than 1 degree. At 14° this corresponds to :n.axil'iltun· 

cos 13° - cos 11° 
or 0.4 percent. error in radius of curvature of 

cos 14° 
e) The ranges of the mesons in the emulsion were measured under high magni~ 

fication by comparison with a calibrated scale placed in the microscope eyepiece. 

The characteristic wandering of the tracks associated viii th the srr"Lall angle sca+t;ering 

makes it necessary to measure the range in steps~ dividing each track into rela-

tivezy straight segments j) and adding these lengths together. For the highest accuracy 

the Z or depth component o1~ each segment was also measured and conpoVJ.':tded. wJ_th the 

projected lengtho This Z component can be measured by the focusing adjustment of 

the microscope- and it amountsp after allowance is made for the shrinkage of -che 

emulsion 9 to about 1 percent of the range in the experhaent described here" 

f) The intensity of the magnetic field along the line from tne target to 

the photographic plate vms measured by means of a flip coi1 ( 2 ) and by the method 

. of proton moments( 3 ) under standard conditions of the ,c;yclotron magnetic field,; 

The results obtained are plotted in t'igo 6oll2(3) and the abGolute values arc 

believed to be correct 1Yi thin Oo 03 percent up to 80 inches o.nd O. 3 percent at 

larger radii o l:.s the measurements to vrhich the present Eass calculG.ti.ons G.pply 

were made with the target at the 81 inch position (full energy br:Jam) a and as the 

magm;tic field is not unifonn over the region where the mesons travel ( 81 inches 

to 87 o 5 inches) ll the orbits are not perfect circles. In the calculations 9 th.e 

radius of' curvature was first calculated 1-mder the assumption of a unifonn mag-

netic field of strength 

6.112 (1) 

and the orbit assumed to be a circle of radius ;:> = _____ !i-_23 _____________ _ 
· 2 cos Q cos a 

as illus~ 

trated in Figo 6.112(4)o Here a rs-·the angle- between the plane of the earul s ion 
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and the plane of' the beam. Henrich ( 
4

) has calculated that the error in fJ intro~· 
duceu by using the a:ve:L~age fi.eld is approximately 0. 3 percent. 

g) The range-energy relation Eq. 9.2(6) 

E = K ml-n z2n Rn ' 6.112(2) 

with z = ls was combined with the classical formula for the energy of a charged 

particle in a magnetic field: 

e2 2 
E=-2 (Hp)s 

2mc 

where 

E = energy of the meson 

e = charge on the meson, expressed in e.&. u. 

m = mass of the meson 

Hp = magnetic rigidity of the meson 

c =- velocity of light 

to give a first approximation to the mean mass 

1 
2 - n 

6.112(3) 

6.112(4) 

A relativistic correction (of approximately 0.8 percent) was then applied 

to give the rest mass of the if meson. 

Fig. 6.112(5) displays a histogram of the mass values obtained vlith the 

channel arrangement described above. After all corrections are applied, the 

mean value obtained for the mass of heavy negative mesons is 280.5 ..:!:. 6 e.m. The 

main sources of error were uncertainties in the value of the magnetic field, vihich 

is falling off rapidly» and in the range energy curve. Section 6. 312 will describe 

a way of minimizing the error due to uncertainties in the magnettc field and the 

range energy curve» by measuring the mass of the protons with an arrangement 

similar to that used for mesons. 

r~1en Alvarez(S) plotted trajectories for the mesons, he found that the f~n 
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badly scattered masses could be attributed to 1T mesons which had struck the walls 

of the channel or originated in the shieldingo The histogram of Fig. 6.112( 6) 

displays his resultsa This procedure of reconstructing a meson trajectory by use 

of the measuredran@9 and radius of curvature does not rule out the possibility of 

mesons with different masses, but simply discards some spurious tracks if it is 

assumed that only one mass of meson is present. 

The importance of considering only'the mesons of ·nearly normal incidence to 

the plate is indicated by the graph, 6.112(7), of meson mass values obtained 

with an open plate arrangement of the type described in Section 3.11 above a It 

will be noted that the mass values have a wider spread for large angles oi' incidence, 

as would be expected from the calculated error in the measurement of ;o as a 

function of incident angle: 

d fO = tan Q dQ 
I' 

6.112(5) 

~ this granh a few masses are shown with values below 200 eamo Since these 

. n,..fr':/values lie:fbr outSdethe range indicated by the probable error, they are interpreted 

~ as being due to i-1-- mesons arising fr.om IT- meson~ which decayed in flight. Evi-, 

dence in support of this view lies in the wide spread of masses calculated for 

these light mesons, as would be expected if they originated at places other than 

:the target. 

The mass measurements described above were made by bombardment with full 

energy ( 390 I/l:ev) a-particles o Measurements made with 340 Mev a-particles 6 with 

345 Mev protons, and other arrangements with different types of target gave essen-

tially the same results. 

6oll3 Mass measurements by grain counting 

Iieasurements of the mass of mesons produced in the cyclotron have been 

made by Barkas, Gardner and LattesD(l) by Van Rossum,( 2) and by Bov~{er,( 3 ) 

following the method of grain counting described by Lattes 9 Occhialini, and 
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Powell., (4 ) 

It can be easily shovm that the number of grains in the residual range R of 

a particle with mass m and unit electron charge is given by a relation 

N = m F (P/m) 6.113(1) 

where F is some undetermined function. In principle, Eq. 6.113(1) coupled with the 

general range energy relation (9.2-5) (for z = 1) R = m f (E/m) permits the deter-

mination of the ratio of masses of two particles by comparing the grain density of 

their tracks. One method of computing the mass ratio is to form a plot of the 

logarithm of the number of grains in the residual range vs. the logarithm of the 

residual range for each particle. 

The function f ( E/m) may be rewritten g( v), where f and g are related, though 

undefined, functionso Hence from 9.2(4) 

R 
m 

and 6oll3(1) may be rewritten 

g(v) 

!_ = G(v) 
m 

and therefore by dividing 

~ = H(v) 
N 

6.113(2) 

6.113(3) 

6.113(4) 

it follows that a 45° line on a plot of log N vs. lo6 R represents a line of 

constant v. 

Relation 6.113(2) shows that the ratio of the masses of two particles is 

equal to the ratio of their ranges provided that they both move vvith the same 

velocity. Hence the intersection of a 45° line with the two curves or log N vs. 

log R gives two abscissaej) whose values give the ratio of the masses. 

The above method of plotting was employed in the exper:i.ment of I3ow1::er. He 

has kindly furnished the representative plot of Fig. 6.113(1). One disadvantage of 

the method is the small angle between the curves of grain count and the 45° line 
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which causes a 1 percent error in grain count to result in approximately 5 percent 

error in computed mas So 

In Bowker's study the meson tracks were obtained in 100 micron thick Ilford 

C-2 plates exposed successively to mesons and then to protons coming from targets 

in the cyclotron in such a manner that the particles were traveling nearly parallel 

to the plane of the emulsion and therefore had a high probability of remaining in 

the emulsion for their entire rangeo Most of the meson tracks observed entered the 

edge of the emulsion and had a range of 400 to 900 micronso 

In making grain counts on tracks» the number of grains in a clot;god length 

of track was assumed to be equal to the clogged length times the average grain 

diameter in unclogged portions of the tracko Tracks were rejected vd1ich had large 

angle scattering, or which had any part of their length within 10 microns of the 

top or bottom of the emulsiono Only meson tracks of length greater than 400 nicrons 

and proton tracks of length greater than 2000 microns were acceptedo These con

ventions were adopted to reduce sub.jective errors and errors caused by non-uniform 

developmento The angle of dip of the tracks in the emulsion was considered in the 

calculations~ and corrections were made for the approximatsly 50 percent shrinkage 

in thickness of the emulsion during development. 

The results showed that the method was moderately satisfactory for '1\ mesons 

of as small a range as 200 microns» and correspondingly 3 for protons of rEmge as 

little as 1200 micronso The variation of the logarithm of the number of r;rain.s 

with the logarithm of the range vvas found to be linear in C-2 emulsions for pro·

ton lengths greater than 600 micronso However, it was found that the emulsions 

showed a striking non-uniformity in sensitivity in an area extending 2 to 4 mm in 

from the long edges of the plates~ so that mesons near the edges showed large 

errors in calculated masso Much of this effect was later found to be due to agings 

since freshly cut edges on plates were more uniformo 
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The result of the grain count of 18 mesons and 7 protons by Bowker gave a 

value of 264 +
26 electron masses for the mass of the 1T- meson. Barkas et al. 

-22 

employed similar conventions for clogging but did not take as great care in con-

sidering particle location. They report a mass value of 305 electron masses for 

the '1T- meson and 202 electron masses for the V.- meson. Van Rossum reports a 

mass of 280 + 15 electron masses based on 17 proton and 13 meson tracks in C-2 

plates exposed to the cyclotron. 

The method of grain counting furnishes the only value obtained in this 1abora-

tory for the mass of the v-- mesono It does not provide as accurate a value for 

the mass of the other mesons as the method of H f:J and range desribed i.n Section 
6.112 above. However 8 as vrill be shown in Section 6.15 9 the co,r,bination of grain 

counting with H p and range per.;,ni ts a calculation of the charge on the meson. 
6.12 Stars produced by 1t mesons /)~ ~ 2.- a--

It has been found(l) at Berkeley that (73.2 .:!:. 2) percent .of the 'II mesons 

which end in the emulsion initiate stars of one or more prongs. This fraction 

does not vary beyond statistical limits with.any emulsion sensitivity from C2 to 

G5. Preliminary resu1ts( 2) on NTB3 emulsions show that, of 64 stars, there were 

no prongs whose ionization corresponded to that of a proton of 40 Mev or greater. 

Since this ionization:is well within the limits of sensitivity of C2 emulsion, it 

follows that less than 1 percent of all emitted heavy particles will be missed 

in C2 emulsion. The meson is aiways approximately at rest when the star is formed, 

so that only the rest energy of the meson is responsible for the nuclear disinteg-

ration. In the (26.8 + 2) percent of the mesons which do not show an observable 

star prong, it is presumed that the energy given to the nucleus has been lost 

through the emission of one or more fast neutrons. Adelman ahd Jones have made 

a tabulation of the nllinber of prongs per star for 512 IT- mesons in. C2 emulsion 

(Fig. 6co12(1).)* The following conventions were used~ 

*Adelman and Jones have kindly given pennission to use Figs. 6.12(1) and 6.12(2) 

from their forthcoming paper in Science. 
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a.) Mesons initiating one or more fragments of definite direction are said 

to produce a star. 

b) If a star prong is shorter than 5 microns but has a def'ini te direction 11 

it is considered to be a nuclear recoil. For example a star with four fragments .9 

one of which is a recoil~ is called a 4-prong star, but is accounted for in the 

notched portion of the grapho 

c) Some mesons stop in the emulsion without giving rise to any fragment and 

are recorded in the column of 0 prongs. (38.7..!. 5) percent of these mesons exhibit 

a clubp a group of grains at the terminus 9 with no definite direction. These mesons 

are represented by the shaded area in the column of 0 prongs. 

Fig. 6.12(2) is a collection of typical meson stars. Fig .. 6.12(3) shows a 

highly enlarged meson ending \rlth a typical club; it has not been possible to 

ascertain in every instance whether the club is due to a short recoil or to scat-

toring very near the end of the meson range. Fig. 6.12(4) shovrs a meson causing 

hammer tracks. Such tracks~ which ip.dicate that a heavy fraqnent; ,-,..;.,:es to rest 

in the emulsion and splits into two equal lighter fragmentsp are interpreted as 

being .due to Li 8 nuclei which decay according to the following scheme: 

+ 

These "hammer tracks" are found in about 0.3 percent of the meson induced 

stars observed at this laboratoryo 

No detailed energy balance has been made f'or any particular star since it 

is generally impossible to distinguish the a-particle tracks from those of heavier 

nuclei or to estimate the energy of the neutrons emitted from the star. The use 

of very thick emulsions should make it possible to obtain occasional particularly 

favorable cases of the type in which all tracks end in the emulsions and then a 

complete measurement of :the energy may be obtained by siNple momentum analysis. 
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A statistical study of the energy liberated by the meson when captured in 

nuclei of the emulsi-on has been made by Ileidmann and LePrince-Ilinguet. ( 3 ) 

6.13 Decay of 1T- mesons 

There is 1i ttle evidence to indicate that '11- mesons ever produce ~-~-- mesons 

after coming to rest in the emulsiono Only two cases(l)( 2 ) which could possibly be 

interpreted as 'Tr- 1-1 ~ decay have been seen in more thn.n 4000 meson tracks studied; 

but the time required for a. 4 Jv'iev '1T meson to stop in emulsion is approximately 

1. 3 x 10-ll sec .. ~ or lo-3 half-lives~> so that decay durinG passage through the emul

sion vwuld be expected in about 10-3 of observed mesons., The two cases noteu could 

also be due to 11+ mesons 1Nhich scattered into the emulsion., 

It is thoug;ht 9 therefores that the 1T- meson which comes to rest is captured 

by a. nucleus in a time short compared with the ""-~10-8 sec. half-life for spontaneous 

decay and hence that 11- mesons decay only in flight., 

6., 14 IIalf-li fe of n - mesons 

The first estimates of the half-life of artificially produced mesons vrere 

made by La.ttes(l) in conjunction with mass measurements, by looking for a difference_ 

bet.veen the number of mesons entering plates at +30° and -30° from the normal to the 

edge.. Fi'g. 6.112(7) shows the number of mesons as a. function of angle G for mesons 

observed in plates exposed in the arranc,ement described in Section 3. 11. Tho time 

of flight for the +30° orbit is 3 x 10-9 sec. 9 while that for the -30° or1Jit is 

6 x lo-9 sec. Since no significant difference in the number of mesons vras obtained, 

it v<as concluded that the half-life for decay of the 1f" mesons is larger than 

5 x 10-9 sec., 

A direct measurm:1ent of the half-life of t..~e -rr- noson vms made by Richardson(~) 

with the apparatus shown schematically in Figo 6. 14(1) and in the photoGraph of 

Fig~ G.l4(2)o Mesons formed at the target and traveling initially in approximately 

the same direction as the beam could pass through the central channel. 'n10se with 

the correct vertical component of motion could spiral dovmward through the central 

chan.Del and the lower channel as sho1;m. Photographic plates were placed opposite 
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the exit of the channel to record mesons which described 1/2 revolution and 1 1/2 

revolutionso 

At the radial distance of 76 inches from the center of the cyclotron, ;vhGre 

the target •,vas placed for most of the experiments, the vertical .focusing of mesons 

is negligible compared with the statistical uncertainties of tho experiment. ~Ience, 

if no decay took place, it was expected that the ratio o£' :·:1esons in the two plates 

would be 3 to 1 o A direct experimental check of this Geometrical ratio vras r:tadc by 

I.Iartinelli and Panofsky by substituting a plutonium a-particle source for the tar-

get and determining the ratio of the ntl!tlber of a-particles c;oinr:; throue;h the two 

channels under conditions identical to those of the exposure except for a reversed 

magn,etic fieldo 1'he ratio of 3. 2 to 1 which they obtained was used for the cal-

culations of the meson half-lifeo 

Only star-producing mesons were co1mted to assure that heavy 11 - mesons alone 

were being consideredG 254 mesons were observed in the 180° position and 48 in the 

540° position for the swne area o.f scam1ing. 

would have been expected in the 540° position. 

If there had been no decays 92 1nesons 

Richardson used a mass of' 286 m 
e 

for the meson and calculated the time for one revolution to be 7. 2 x lo-9 seconds. 

-9 
The current value of 276 m would alter the time for one r0volution to 6.95 x 10 e 

By assuming that the abnormal decrease was due to the decay in flic;ht of the IT-

mesons 0 Richardson obtained the value of 0 77 +O. 21 
x 10-8 second::; for tho half-• -0.15 

life, or 1.1 x lo-8 seconds for the mean life. 'l'hc values based on a mass of' 

276 me are Oc 74 ~g: ~; x 10-a seconds for the half-life, and 1. 06 x 10-3 
seconds 

for the mean life. The value of the mean life depends heavily on the mmber of 

mesons in the 540° plates. Background was high and Richardson found only about 

~No mesons per plate in this positiono 

6ol5 Charge on the If meson 

Cloud chamber studies of cosmic ray mesons have indicated that the charge on 

the~ meson is equal in magnitude to the electronic chargeo This result implies 
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that the charge on the 1T meson is also equal in magnitude to the charge of an 

electron., 

By combining the equations for meson mass obtained by the two methods of 

Sections 6oll2 and 6oll3, it can be shmvn that the charge on the 1J meson is indeed 

very close to that of an electron. 

In the equations of those sections, it was assumed that the charge on the meson 
. 

is equal to that of the electron. If the charge is ze~ then equations 6.,112(2) and 

6oll2(3) become: 

and 6.,15(1) 

6.15(2) 

It is seen that Hp and range actually penni t calculation of the quantity 
2~n-l) 

mz -n rather than m itself., 

Similarly9 by inserting z and combining Equations 6.,15(1) and 6.113(1) it is 
2n ' 

tht · t· · 1 th t•t l-n th th seen a gra1n coun 1ng 1nvo ves e quan 1 y mz ra er an mo 

From the results of Section 6 •. 113 and Section 6. 311 9 * we have 

2(n-l) 
z~ 

2n 
zl-n 

= 
276 + 6 

+26 
264 -22 

Putting in the value of 0.,58 for n, and solving these two equations f'or z 

gives for the charge on the meson 

:;te ={ Oo99 ! OoO~ e 

The calculated value of z is not very sensitive to changes inn or the mass valuese 

although a change of z from unity causes the mass calculated according to two 

* The mass of the positive meson is used here since it is felt that this value is 

more reliable than that of Section 6oll2 due to uncertainty in the cyclotron. 

magnetic field., 

II 
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methods to change in opposite directionso It is clear that the charge of the ~ 

meson is not much different from the charge of an electrone 

6o 2 ?tar production by tl= = mesons 

The measurements of Conversi et alo (~-~)on the half~lives of ~- mesons in 

medium heavy elements show that a majority of these mesons are captured by nucl~i· 

before decayingo It might be expected offhand that some of the captured~- mesons 

would give up their rest energy to produce nuclear stars as the 1r- mesons doo 

No experimental arrangement yet tried for cyclotron bombardments has produced 

\-1= mesons in a plate without "li= mesons also being presento AccordinglyD imresti= 

gations of star formation by ~,- mesons ha-..re employed ordinary holders of the type 

shown in Figo 4o 13(1) and plates have been searched for mesons with direction and 

range dif'ferent from the "TT'- mesons coming from the targeto Different observers ( 
6

) 

have made cursory studies using plates at approximately 7 inches from the targeto 

At this distance 0 '1T- mesons have approximately 4 mm range in the emulsion~ while 

k-b= mesons emitted vd. thin approximately 30° of the backw·ard direction by these 1'1'"-

mesons are expected to have a sufficiently shorter range to be distinguished from 

the ~ = meson endingso The points marked by an x 0 and lying _below the line of 

minim~ range in Figo 4ol3(2)D represent star-fo~ Jnesonsz however 9 their ranges 

·are in no instance sufficiently short to permit their ~ssignment to~- mesonso 

Lattes used a ·similar arrangement to observe 1-.1. mesons which had been emitted in a 

forward direction and hence had greater range than the 1T mesonso Barkas ( '7) ob-

tained emulsions containing an increased proportion of ~ mesons by placing plates 

on top of the normal target holder so that particles coming directly from the tar-

get could not reach the emulsiono However 8 light mesons formed by decay of upward 

spiraling 1T mesons could reach the emulsiono It is theoretically possible to 

reconstruct the trajectories of the \-.l. mesons on the basis of a knowledge of their 

mass and paths in the emulsion; and~ in many cases 9 to fit these trajectories to 
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the raths of 1r = mesons coming from the target~ 

The results of all three methods are inconclusive and the most that can be 

said is that none of the workers found any definite cases of 1,1 = stars t> i.n a total 

of approximately 30 eventso This is in agreement with the conclusions of Chan~(s) 

who fou:n.d no charged particles associated 1i'i!i. th the endings of 53 11 ~ cosmic ray mesonso 

A brief discussion of Cha.ng~s results is contained in Section S.lo 

6.311 Mass of the positive meson by radius of curvature and range 

T """+ B . (1) 
he mass of the 'I meson was measured by arkas et alo who used the same 

method of H;o and range that was described in Section 6oll2 for the "l'T"= meson. 

The plate holderD shown in F.ig. 3.12(l)a had a channel of smaller radius than the 

holder c..£'' Fig. 6.112(l)o in order to accept~+ mesons of just under 4 r;1evo When 

ranges were measured ~vo distinct groups were found as shown in Fig. 6.311(1). 

These two groups correspond to two types of mesons of mass approximately equal to 

285 and 215 electron. masseso The origin of the light mesons was discussed in Section 

5o2o Frances Smith( 2 ) has recalculated the mass values 0 using the latest magnetic 

field measurements and range-energy relation. The results are 278 + 8 eomo for the 

+ + mass of the Ti meson and 212 .::!:. 6 eomo for that of the ~ mesono 

A slightly more precise calculation( 2 ) of the 1'r + meson mass has been made 

from nevv range measurements on mesons traveling in the more uniform cyclotron · 

field between 74 ino and 80o 5 ino radiuso After all corrections are applied~> the 

mean value obtained for the masses of 85 heavy positive mesons is 276 ~ 6 electron 

masseso The probable error quoted arises mainly from systematic errorso The 

probable errors (not probable errors of the mean) areg 

Uncertainty in the range=energy curve 3.9 mass units 

Finite size of the tiU'.get lo9 mass units 

Straggling in the range of mesons L7 mass units 

Angle of entrance of mesons in plates 0.6 mass units 
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Figo 6o311(2) shows a histogram of the calculated masseso \ 

6o312 Ma&s measurements by comparison vvi th proton range 

Preliminary experiments have been made by Bishop et alo(l) vdth a mass 

measuring technique( 2) which does not require ~knowledge of-t~e absolute value 

of the cyclotron magnetic field or a precise knowledge of the range-energy relation., 

Consider the Equation 6.,112(4) for the mass of a meson in terms of the magnetic 

rigidity (R;c )1T in a magnetic field» and the range R 'Tt" in emulsiong 

where 

and a similar 

Dividing and 

m'ii 

E"lr 

equation for 

m 
p 

1 

G2(Hp)~ 2=il 
7 

2c2K R.rr 

l=n . n 
= K m'lr R"il D 

the mass of a protong 

1 
2=n 

[) 

rearranging terms shows that 

2 

m"TT LH ,o )'lr / (R p)~ Z-n 
-"" m R'Tr/R p p 

R1i 

R 
p 

6e312(1) 

6 .. 312(2) 

6o312(3) 

Now let us see under what circumstances the term in the parentheses is 

equal to uni tyg 

The ranges of two ions having the same charge and velocity but different 

mass are ?onnected by the relationg 

6.,312(5) 

.. 
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which i.s independent of any specific range-energy curve. 

Therefore we can conclude that protons and mesons which have the same initial 

velocity will have ranges obeying the relation 

Rv m 
"' _2!:.._= 

R m 0 6o312(6) 
p p 

Equation 6o312(6) may be derived in a relativistically correct manner without 

assuming any specific form of range-energy relationo 

In order to perform this mass comparison a plate was exposed to obtain protons 

of 27 Mev and mesons of 4 Mev which were known to satisfy the relation 6. 312( 6) to 

the first approximationo It has been found possible to obtain plates in which tht~ 

proton tracks are very close together and thus have accurately the same energy. 

Hencev it is permissible to average proton rangesa The ratio of 

to this average proton range was calculated9 and a plot was made 

~n (~~ • The intersection of the straight line through these 

each meson ran.ge 

n Rn· 
of xn -·- vs. 

Rp 
points :vvi th a 

(H;> )p . 
45° line through the origin gave the correct mass ratioo Such a plot is shown in 

Figo 6o312(l)o The resulting meson mass agrees with the value of 276 + 6 given 

in Section 6a311 above. 

A new mass determination is now being made 9 by using a method of mass comparison 

to avoid dependence on absolute magnetic field and range-energy datao Improvements 

are being m~e at the same time in the mechanical details_of the experiment to per~ 

mit more accurate measurement of target~to-plate distance. 

. + 
Decay of 'iT mesons 

A study of "'it"+ mesons obtained with a channel shown in Figo 3.12(1) indicated(l) 

that more than 95 percent of 'tr + mesons decay into \:1. + mesons after coming approxi= 

mately to resta The ranges of the~+ mesons were all equal within the limits of 

stragglingo LatteJ2)obtained a value of 595 + 9 microns for the range of 14 ~+ 
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~esons at ~erkeley» and about 614 ~ 5 mic~ons fo: the range of 31 cosmic ray mesons 

at BristoL These values correspond to 4ol3 .:.:: Oo 04 Mev and 4o 21 + Oo 02 Mev for 

the energy of a meson of mass 212o A value of 4ol8 + Oo04 Mev has been arbitrarily 

chosen for the calculations of the present papero Further range measurements are 

being made by S., J one so 

There is no apparent correlation ( 3 ) between the direction of the 11 + and the 

~+meson for plates exposed in the magnetic field of the cyclotrono Experiments 

to test the theory of Wentzel( 4 ) have been made by Richman 0 Weissbluth 0 and Wilcox( 5) 

with mesons produced in a low magnetic field area outside the cyclotron" Prelimi-

nary results do not show any angular correlationo 

The 4 to 5 percent of the 1r+ mesons that are seen not to produce~+ mesons 

cannot be accounted for by assuming that they end near the surface of the emulsion 9 

since there are uneventful endings near the center of C3 and 1~B emulsionso ( 6) The 

possibility that the non-decaying particles are ~ + mesons instead of ii + mesons is 

being explored by Lo Alvarez and F. 1vL Smith~ viho in their .experiments are using 

channels with 4 inch radius to eliminate ~ mesons from decay of IT mesons at 

rest in the target 9 and to produce widely different 
. ~~1,..6-i 

mesons produced by decay in flighto ~t the time of 

+ 11- and ~=ranges of a:tiy ~ 

this ~~iting it seems possible 

that the mesons with uneventful endings are 1'T + mesons that decay directly to 

neutrinos and electrons which are not seen in the emulsions usedo 

--n-+ + = d t There is no good evidence that " 0 ~ 0 or ~ mesons ever pro uce s arso 

6., 33 Half-life of ~ + mesons 

Martinelli and Panofsky(l) have measured the half-life of positive mesons by 

using a modification of Richardsonus 11= half=life apparatus as shown in Figo 

6.,33(l)o In the experiment with positive mesons the geometry of the apparatus 

was calibrated by using a strong thick alpha source (Am241) with a thin covering., 
r-

Alpha=particles were emitted with energies up to 2o5 Mevo Exposures were made in 

.. 
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the proton beam rather than in the a-particle beam in order to take advantage of 

the high cross sections for meson productiono The target was placed at 65 inches 

from the center of the cyclotron and the channel accepted mesons with a radius of 

curvature between 4 1/2 and 6 ~ncheso Thus 9 the entire meson trajectory was in a 

+ + region of fairly uniform field~ 1T _ - 11 decays were counted in Ilford C3 plates 

placed at 180°D 540°D and 900°o Upon applying the geometrical correctiorrs 9 a half= 

.j.~ 10 8 
life for the meson of lo37 -ol2 x 10- seco was obtainedo The data are plotted in 

Figo 6o33(2)o 
... 

Approximately 50 percent of the error is statistical 9 and approximately 50 

percent is due to backgro~d from high energy mesons that penetrate the channelo 

Blank runs were made in order to e;tablish the size of the background a 

Although Martinelli and Panofskygs value is higher than that of Oo74 +~ 21 x 
~ol5 

10=8 seco obtained by Richardson for the half-life of the 'l'r- meson (Section 6,14) 0 

the difference does not seem large enough to impl;y- that there is a difference between 

the half=lives of positive and negative 1Tmesonso 

6o41 Masses of the \..1.+ and u.= mesons 

The measurements discussed in Section 6o3ll gave a value for the mass of 

the~+ meson of 212 ~ 6 eomo The meager information from grain counting(l) of 

~ mesons indicates that the mass of the~:-' meson is approximately the_ sameo 

Figo 6o41(1) is a histogram of mass values obtained for~+ mesonso 

+ 
1t = ~+ decay and the mass of the nButretto 

+ The·unifor.mity of range of~ mesons 0 as well as the lack of angular cor= 

relation of 1T + and ~ + tracks 9 implies that the rrr+ meson has essentially come to 

rest before it decays into a~+ meson of approximately 4 Mev kinetic energyo(l) 

Another particle must also be given off during the decay in order to provide momen= 

tum balanceo Conservation of charge requires this particle to be unchargedo 

*Martinelli has kindly given permission to use the figures from his thesiso 
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When the kinetic energy and momentum given to this neutral particle are 

eliminated from the equation of conservation of energy and momentumD the following 

expression. for the mass of the neutral particle is obtainedg 

1/2 
6o42(1) 

where E~ is the kinetic energy given to the~ mesono 

k plot of my as a function of m~~~~ ~s given in Fig., 6o42(1)o The values 

of E ""4ol8 + Oo04 Mev" and m .. "" 212 + 6 eomo were used in plotting thi curveso. l-k - }.i. . .... .. 

The solid curve is drawn forE = 4ol8 0 m. ~ 212; and the dashed curvesifor E = 4ol4 9 . \-1. . 1-'' ' !.\. 

~ "" 218o and~ = 4?22 9 ~ = 206o For the ratio m1T/np. the experimental range of 

values of~~~= lo31 + Oo02 is'showno Values of ffiv betw~en zero and 25 electron 

masses are thus consistent with the "iT'+ and p. + mass values quoted in Sections 6.311 

The graph of Figo 6a42(1) shows that the calculated mass of the neutretto is 

quite sensitive to changes in the assumed values of m~r/~ and~ and therefore 

that very accurate mass measurements and p.+ decay energy values are needed in 

order to establish the neutretto mass even vnthin a literal error interval of a 

6.,43 + Decay of the ~ meson 

Very few observations have been made at Berkeley on positron tracks emanating 

from the ends of~+ meson tracks" Three such events have been seen but the electron 

background in plates exposed to the cyclotron is so severe that positron tracks 

were not detected to c.ome from the ends of 20 other known p. + meson trackso Cosmic 

ray evidence(l)( 2 )( 3)(4 \ndicates that nearly every~+ meson track end:ingis joined by 

an associated electron track" 
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7o Production of Mesons by X=rays from the Synchrotron 

?ol Introduction 

Eo MdMillan and Jo Peterson have graciously permitted the abstracting of 

data and the use of figures from their forthcoming paper in Science. All the 

follmving information on synchrotron exposures comes from the paper or from help~ 

f'ul discussion with J o Peterson and W. K. H. Panofsk:y. 

The 340 Mev circulating electron beam of the Berkeley synchrotron (l) contracts 

because of radiation and magnetic field increase until it strikes a 20 mil platinum 

target within the machineo The X=ray beam produced by the impact if the electrons 

on the target has a half-width at half maximum of Oo0067 radia.n~ and the number 

of x=re.y quanta in equal energy intervals is approximately inversely proportionai (Z) 

to the quantum energy: up to the upper limit of 335 Mev as would be expected theo= 

retica.llyo ( 3 ) The X=ray intensity measured behind 1/8 inch of lead at one meter 

from the target is ordinarily about lOOOto 1500 r per hour. The r unit has been used 

.for convenience to designate beam level; a calibration by Blocker et alo( 4 ) of 

the un:l.t in terms of the circulating beam of the synchrotron shows that l r per 

hour corresponds to about~ electrons per pulse at a repetition rate of 3 3/4 
't-t::rJ 

pulses per sec. They have determined that one r corresponds to 4.9 x 107 quanta. 

traversing a 1 inch diameter target 9 where the number of quanta is defined as 

the integrated x~ray energy divided by the upper limit energy. 

Mesons are produced by this x-ray beam in passing through a carbon block 9 and 

are recorded in nuclear emulsions. In the best exposures 9 yields of 100 mesons 

per square centimeter of 100 micron Ilford C-2 plates have. been obtained by 2000 

r runs on a carbon target 1 inch in diameter and 3 inches in length located 6 feet 

from the internal target. The length of runs is limited by random grain background 

due to x-orays 9 and electrons 9 striking the plates. 

Plates placed out of the x~ray beam 9 but near the internal Pt target showed a 
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very low meson yield., This result implies that the mesons are produced mainly by 

x=rays rather than by electrons., 

7.,2 Experimental arrangements 

The two most important methods of exposure that have been used are the 

followingg 

1) A stack of plates is placed directly in the x-ray beam 9 with the emulsion 

surface parallel to the beam directiono In this arrangement many single grains are 

developed by the x=raysD and it is necessary to use Ilford F3 plates, the least 

sensitive emulsion which will record mesonso Even with these plates the exposur~s 

that are permissible before plate blackening becomes too severe are low (~50 r)o 

An average of one to two mesons per square inch can be obtained with this arrange

menta The ratio of mesons to heavy particle tracks cause by, photonuclear reactions 

is approximately one or two per thousando 

2) The x-ray beam passes through a carbon block and the stacks of plates are 

placed approximately 2 inches from the core of the beam as shovvn in Figo 7., 2( 1) o 

This arrangement has been used for studies of meson production in carbon and will 

be used for other target elementso A primary lead collimator 6 inches thick >vi th a 

1 inch diameter tapered hole 0 and a secondary brass collimator 2 inches long with 

a 1 23/64 inch diameter hole shield the photographic plates from the direct x-ray 

beam., .Ilford C2 plates are placed radially around the cylindrical carbon block tar

gets with different thicknesses of lead absorbers between the plates and the carbonD 

so that different energies of mesons can be studiedo In this arrangement the plates·. 

have as many as 500 mesons in a 1 inch x 3 inch area 8 and the ratio of meson to 

heavy. particle tracks is approximately 1/100, Only one 11 meson was found in a 

plate exposed >vithout the carbon targeto 

7 o3 Experimental results - Calculation of positive and, negati~re 11"' yields 

No magnetic sorting of positive from negative mesons has been employed for 

mesons produced by the synchrotron ands therefore 8 the problem of distinguishing 
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"i'( mesons from 1T + mesons must be treated d~fferently than it was in connection 

with internal cyclotron bombardmentso ~+meson tracks can be confused with non~ 

star forming 1\- meson trackso Similarly it may be impossible to distinguish a 

11+ ~ ~+ event from a 1f- star which has a single high energy proton if the emitted 

particle leaves the emulsion within 50 to 100 micronso In this case~. however~ the 

previous observations (Section 6ol2) on magnetically sorted mesons in the cyclotron 

show that high energy s'i:rigle prong stars almost always show a "club" frcm s. recoil 

of the residual nucleus .. 

It is known also (Section 6 .. 12) from cyclotron observations that approximately 

73 percent of all 1'1 mesons stopping in the emulsion produce stars s and that a.t 
- . 

least 95 percent of all '11 + mesons decay into \-1-+ mesonso 

Therefore in the computation of numbers of mesons of different types stopping 

. + 
in Ilford C-2 plates the total number of 1T" mesons was taken to be equal to the 

number of 11 ~ ~ decays observed with questionable events that showed no "club11 on 

the 'iT' track ending being counted as '1r- \.1. decayso It was thus assumed than no 11 + 

meson beginning in the emulsion would be missed.~~ a reasonably valid assumption in 

the synchrotron exposures with C-2 emulsions .. · The total number of 1i = mesons was 

taken to equal 1/0 .. 73 of the number of meson stars ( O""""mesons) seeno Computations , .. 
of yields with Ilford F-3 emulsions are subject to error because of the extreme. 

difficulty in tracing \-1- mesons back to their origine Therefore 9 the following 

discussions of results will apply only to observations on C=2 platese 

7o4 Ratio of positive and negative IT meson yields 

Since there is no statistically significant variation of the 1i +j 1f~ ratio 

with meson energy between 30 and 150 Mev~ all the data have been lumped together 

to provide the following totals.~~ where 6 are star forming mesons 9 1T = 1-h are 

decays seen 9 and p are uneventful endings of meson tracks., 

d = 403 "1r - \.1. = 327 to = 323 
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The ratio '1T"+j1T= is then calculated to be 1/1.7[) with a statistical standard 

error of 8 percento 

Brueckner(l) has made a theoretical investigation of the ratio 1T + /1T- to 

be expected at 90° from an X=ray beam9 and finds that a value of the order of 1/2 0 

independent of meson energy9 is reasonable. He considers that the coupling to the 

photon field is larger f'or '1t' = + p than for 1T+ + n because of the current con-
\ 

tributed by the recoil protono This effect 9 which increases >rith meson energyp 

balances the Coulomb effect on the meson wave function 9 which decreases with energy. 

?.5 Energy and angular distributiom and cross section 

The experimental arrangement does not permit accurate determinations of the 

angle of emission of the mesons. However 9 an estimate of the angular distribution 

may be obtained by noting the direction of the high energy portions of the 1T meson 

trackfio The result indicates that the mesons are emitted with roughly spherical 

s;ymmetry in the laboratory system. 

A calculation of meson yield as a function of energy has been made by applying 

total area and stopping power vs. energy corrections to the numbers of tracks 

courJ.tea.. The calculation assumed that the mesons were produced by a line source 

in the middle of the carbon cylinder 9 and neglected scattering or absorption 9 as 

well as the change jn path length for mesonstraveling at an angle through the ab-

Eorbero A preliminary curve of the computed yield is shown in Fig. 7.5(1). The 

apparent lower limit to the energy arises from the treatment of the target as a 

line source of mesons. The dotted line is an estimate of the low energy distri-

bution used for calculating the total cross section. The ordinates are expressed 

in terms of the nr11 unit. 

The total cross section for meson production9 calculated on the basis of 

4.9 x 107 quanta per 11 r 11 unit 9 is 5 x 10=28 cm2 quantum~l nuc1eus-1 • The result 

is believed correct within a factor of 2. 
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So Summa~ of Meson Properties 

The characteristics of the artificially produced mesons described in the 

previous sections of this paper are consistent with the observations on cosmic 

ray mesons. Some of the extensive literature on cosmic ray mesons is included in 

the bibliography of UCRL 48.']';." . ' 

The properties which appear reasonably well established are given in Table 8(1). 

The values of the cross section for production are estimates based on admittedly 

incomplete theory and are abbreviated in order to simplify the table. In the decay 

schemes the definite modes are indicated with an arrow and an estimate is indicated 

of the lower limits of the percentage of decays going by this scheme. Uncertain 

modes of decay are indicated by an arrow vnth a question mark and an upper limit 

is indicated for the percentage decaying by this scheme. 

8.1 Notes on Table 8(1) 
\. 

;_;J..o: >Spins of the mesons are deduced from conservation of spin in the following 

postulated reactions among neutrons (n), J?-eutrino ( V )~ protons (p).P electrons (~) 

and photons("(), and mesons (1T) and (p.). Other combinations are possible.? but 

the ones given below are favored as being_th~ simplest. 

Leighton, Anderson, and Seriff(l) have Shown that the ~ spectrum from the 

decay of 1-1 mesons is continuous from 0 to approxin1a.tely 55 Mev as would be ex-

pected if·the decay of the p. meson went according to the scheme 

\J-(1/2) ~ ~(1/2) + 

where the parentheses indicate spins. 
~ 

The shape of the spectrum implies that there are only three particles 

emitted. The equation is written with neutrinos rather than Y-ray photons on 

t d 'd . th . t f p· . .( 2) . d' t th t h t the righ han s~ e s~nce e exper~men s o J.cc~on~ ~n ~ca e . a no p o ons 

appear in p. meson decay. 

1-1 (o) ---7 ~ ( 1/2) + )! ( 1/2) 

It is possible, though less 

+ neutretto ( 0 ) ·p f.~--~ 

appealing, to write 
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The ~onoenergetic ~ in 1f+ = ~+ decay9 requires that only two particles be 

given offo If the neutral particle is tween to be the same as the neutrino of 

beta dec~D then ~he simplest equation is 

+ ")/ (1/2) 8 .. 1(2) 

The thresholds and cross sections for 1r meson production in the cyclotron 

imply that only a single new particle is created in nucleon=nucleon collision1 so 

that 
(1/2) 
p n 

(1/2) 

~~ 
2o The trmeson interacts strongly with the nucleus 9 as evidenced by production 

of starsD etco It is probably the particle responsible for nuclear forces according 

to the th~ory of Yukawao( 3) 

3o The cross section presented in the table is an approximation to the total 

cross section for the production of '11"" mesons by 345 Mev protons on carbons based 

on measurements in a restricted region of energies and angleso 

The same type of approximations give the total cross section for production 

of 'TT"= mesons by 390 Mev a=particles on carbono 

4o '1T' + mesons always decay at rest 9 to give a monoenergetic .11 meson with a 

range of approximately 600 microns corresponding to an energy ·or 4ol8 + Oo04 Mev 

(see Section 6o32)o 

5o Both negative and positive '1i mesons may decay in flight to 11 mesonso 

The table gives only decay schemes for mesons at resto 

6o This value comes from experiments of Nereson and Rossi( 4 ) on cosmic ray 

mesonso 

7o Cross section for direct production via nucleon-nucleon collision is too 

small to be detected in the cyclotrono 

So Experiments by Conversi et alo (S) and by later workers(
6

)( 7)(S) showed that 
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~+mesons decay in all absorbers. 0~ the other hand~~ mesons decay before being 

captured by nuclei of light elements 9 but they have a significantly high pro?ability 

of being captured by nuclei of heavy elements. Cosmic ray evidence(9 }-(J2)implies that 

an electron is alv•ays associated with ~ meson decayo The captured ~- mesons might 

be expected to give nuclear stars like those seen in 1"./73 percent of Ti~ meson 

endingso However 9 it has been shown by Chang(13) that charged particles are rarely 

if ever emitted when~- mesons are .stopped in nuclei from Al to Pbo The experi~ 

mental conclusion was based on only 53 cloud chamber pictures and hence star pro= 

duction by~- mesons cannot be completely ruled out. Chang reports some evidence. 

for low energy ga.nnna=rays associated with~- meson capture 9 although Sard e+. alo (l4
) 

have found no high energy gamma-rays connected with the captureo Wheeler(l 5
) 

interprets the low energy gamma-rays as being due to transitions of captured~= 

mesons between Bohr orbits, and concludes that the~- meson reacts with a proton 

to form a neutron and a neutral particle. 

~ + p~n + ~o 

This closes the cycle begun by n-3> p + '\\ -, "'r-~ ~ ~ + V..o 
r~~ + . r \ Since the neutral particle given off in 11 + - p. decay appears to have a 

very small rest mass 9 it is appealing to conclude that the~ above is the same 
0 

neutrino which is encountered in ~ decayo 

It is not necessary 9 of course" to draw this conclusion, and the ~0 could 

be a "meson" With zero spino 

9o The mean value of 210 for the~ meson mass is used in the table 9 although 

the best mass measurements give a value of 212 _: 6o This latter number is proba= 

bly too large, as evidenced by the imaginary values deduced for the mass of the 

neutral particle in lf - 11 decay. 
(15) 

Nuclear capture or nuclear charge exchange of 11= mesons affects 

the apparent half-life. For absorbers of low atomic number the apparent half=life 

. ' 
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is the same as for~+ mesonsS~6)The nuclear charge exchange becomes more important 

with increasing atomic numbero It gives an apparent half-life of Oo75 x 10=6 seco 

for Z = lOo 

9o Auxiliary Data 

9all Energy available in the laboratory system for meson production 

It was first pointed out by McMillan and Teller(l) that the momenta of 

nucleons in an a.=particle and in the target nucleus may be compounded with the 

momentum of the a=particle to make available an increased energy for production 

of mesons in the nucleon=nucleon collisiono Their argument assumed that the 

available momentum was proportional to the square root of the Fenni energy of 

approximately 20 Mevo While their calculations have perhaps some validity for 

high mass nwnber targets9 they are not correct; for carbon and for other low z tEcr:gets 9_ 

since they predict thresholds lower than the calculations of Barkas in Section 9ol2o 

For deuterons, the binding energy is only 2 Mev and hence the considerations of 

McMillan and Teller and Horning and Weinstein imply the 1T mesons would not be pro= 

duced by 190 Mev deuteronso 

(A more c·omplete discussion of available energy was originally contemplated 

for this section> but at the present time the above paragraph represents the only 

pertinent information known the writero) 

9ol2 Absolute threshold 

An entirely different approach has been used by Barkas(l) for calculating 

thresholds for meson productiono If one considers the process of meson production 

in the same manner as an ordinary nuclear reactionD a rigorous lmver limit for the 

energy of the incident particles required for meson production 

Tu >= [Cm1T + Ml)2 - (m + M)2] c2 

2M 
9ol2(1) 
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where TV is the kinetic energy of the bombarding ion 0 in the laboratory system 

m is the mass of the bombarding ion 

M is the mass of the target nucleus 

m'"tT is the mass of the meson 

M1 is the sum of the masses of the other reaction products. 

Table 9ol2(1) gives some values of threshold energies calculated from 9ol2(1) 

by using a meson mass of 276 electron masses. 

9o2 Range~energy relations in nuclear emulsions 

A range~energy relation for particles of arbitrary mass m and charge z may be 

obtained provided that a range-energy relation is known for some other charged 

particleo This may be shown readily as followsg 

dE An equation giving rate of loss of kinetic energy dx or a charged particle 

in passing through matter may be written(l) 

where 

dE 

dx 

ez = charge of the incident particle 

Z = atomic number of the absorber 

v = velocity of the incident particle 

N = number of atoms per cubic centimeter of stopping material 

I = average ionization potential of stopping material 

m = electron mass 

= v/c~ c the velocity of light 

CK = a corrective term which must be applied in case v is comparable 

with the velocity of a K-electron of the stopping material but 

large compared with that of any other electron of the materialo 

This may be written in the general form 

. ' 
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TABLE 9e12(1) 

Absolute thresholds for Meson Production 

(Using a value for the 11 meson mass of 276 e.m.) 

Bombarding TYJ?e of other Products Threshold 
Particle Target Meson of Reaction En.ergy(Mev) 

p cl2 --rr+ c13 150 

p c12 '\i- n12 + p 173 

a C12 11+ n16 194 

a cl2 11- F16 200 

d cl2 w c14 154 

d c12 11- 014 158 

n c12 11'" B12 + n 167 

n c12 11- Nl3 148 

, . 



dE 
dx 

z2 h (v) 

where the function h(v) and the functions 

though at present defined only by relation 

Now since E = m ~ (v).? 
0 

dE 

dx 

g(v) and f(~).which . . m 

9.2(1). 

where m
0 

is the rest mass of the particle. Therefore 3 

'f( v) mo . 
hGTT dv ""'z2 g(v) • 
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follow are related» 

9.2(3) 

It is sometimes convenient to rewrite this as a function of the energy E of the 

particleg 

It has been found empirically that the relation between R and E can be 

approximated very closely by a power law for protons of 10 to 30 Mev. It follows 

from 9.2(5) that such an expression has the form 

l=n n 2n 
E=km R z 9.2(6) 

The relations above are not valid for electrons.? for· which scattering has a 

large effect on measured range, but they have proven satisfactory for mesonsg The 

equations imply that a proton and 'lj meson of the same velocity have ranges in 

the ratio rn..n-/~o. How if a meson has energy E'iT.? the proton having the same 

., ' 

lip ·-
velocty will have energy m E 'Tr D and hence by 9. 2( 5) we may write for the range · , 

1T 
of a 1i meson of energy E 

R'IT" (E) = m'lt R (~E) 
IDp p m'lf 



•• 
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where R ( mp E\ 
p m'lt 'l is the range of a proton vd th mp. times the meson energy. 

m'1f 

According to these considerations 8 for example 8 a "'I meson of energy 5 Mev has a 

range approximately one-sixth that of a 30 Mev proton. 

A range~energy relation was o?tain~d by Lattesv FowlerD and Cuer(Z) for protons 

up to 13 Mev in Ilford Bl emulsion. Their data were extrapolated by Canerini and 

Lattes (
3

) to gi:ve ranges with estimated accuracy of ~ 8 percent in the 30 l'.tlev region. 

Bradner et alo (
4

) have recently made a direct experimental determination of the 

range~energy relation for protons up to 39 Mev in Ilford C2 emulsion. A plot of 

their da.ta along ·with that of Lattes is shown in Fig. 9.2(1). The curve is be-

lieved to g;i ve the energy accura.te to 2 percent for protons in dry C2 or C3 ernul-
. -

~ion. Fig" 9~ 2(2) shows, an empirical. fit to the experimen~a:l relation for 'dry 

emulsion in the region of 17 to 39 Mev 8 according to the equationg-
0.581 

E(" ) "' 0.251 R( ) 111ev- . .1-1 

9.,2(8) is indistinguishable from the original extrapolation of Camerini and Lattes 

for protons of 4000 1-1 range. Monoenergetic protons for the recent measurement 

were obtained from the circulating beam of the cyclotron in the arrangement shown 

in Fig. 9.2(3). Protons striking the 1/8 in" x 1/16 in. x 3 in. copper ribbon . , 

target produced protons scattered in all directions with a variety of energies. 

A nu~lear track plate placed behind a short channel at the 80 inch radius 

recorded protons which left the ta.r.get in the backward direction with the approp-

riate momentum" With an accurate knowledge of the magnetic field it was possible 

to calculate the energy of a proton entering along the normal to the edge of the 

plate. Plates were put at the 80 inch radius for all exposures and the target 

radius was varied to obtain different prQton energies. 

An approximate value for the range of protons in the glass backing of C2 

plates was found by measuring the lengths of tracks vmich had traveled most of 

their range in the glass. The range of protons in the region of 30 Mev energy was 
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found to be (18 ~ 4) percent larger in glass than in dry C2 emulsion. 

By_applying the methods of this section to ranges of~+ mesons in NTB and C2 

Emulsionss the range of 36 Mev protons in NTB Emulsion was calculated to be (8 + lo5) 

percent larger than in C2 emulsion. 
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